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SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE 
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By L. J. H. TEAKLE*
In  the winter of 1 947, officers of the C .S . I .R. ( now C.S .I.R.0. ) and Queens­
land State Department of Agriculture and Stock, together with lecturers from 
the Universit ies of Melbourne, Sydney and Queensland, undertook a trip to 
North Queensland to search for and investigate p lants which may exhibit  thera­
peutic p roperties .  Arrangements were made for the soil factor to be examined 
as far a s  pos sible as a collateral  investigation by the writer. 
The observations on the soils were neces sarily very general over mucb 
of the traverse .  However,  in order to systemati se the information gathered, an 
endeavour was made to c lass i fy into groups  the main profiles  observed. Samplin? 
of the soils was confined to the tropical latitudes where some 200 samp les fron 
40 sites were collected to rep resent the major groups  of soils recognised.  Morpho 
logica l  and environmental features were studit'd in the field and the samp le� 
have been examined in the laboratories of the C .S . I .R.O. ,  Divi s ion of Soil s ,  Wait•: 
Institute, Adelaide.  The laboratory work was undertaken p rimarily to p rovide• 
information for the Conference on tropical  soils held at Rothamsted, England, in 
June, 1 948. 
In view of the urgent need for information regarding the soils of Australia, 
p a rticula rly in the tropical a reas ,  i t  i s  considered that the field observations 
made and the results of the laboratory examinations ,  incomplete though the 
work may be, should be recorded and discussed for the use of colleagues,  particu­
la rly. those in  Austra l ia .  Some of the ideas  may p rovoke thought and critic i sm.  
GEOGRAPHY 
The area examined extends from Brisbane ( latitude 27fS ) to Mossman 
( l atitude 1 6�'S ) .  Over half of the a rea traversed lies within the tropics .  The 
topography i s  very varied.  Topographical  features include flat, low-lying coastal 
p lains ,  undulating to hilly country of the coastal ranges, undulating plains and 
tablelands in  the hinterland· a reas and steep mountain ranges .  Elevations a long 
the traverse range from a little above sea-level to approximately 3 ,000 feet. 
CLIMATE 
The traverse includes a wide range of rainfall. The country between Emerald 
and Charters Towers, rep resenting the inland portion of the traverse, receives 
on the average only 25 inches per annum. In the neighbourhood of Tully, on 
the north coa st, the average annual rainfall approximates 180 inches .  The bulk of 
the sites where detai led examinations were made would be in the rainfall range of 
'I' The field work was carried out as part of Project 91. "Investigation of the characteristics 
of the wils of the Soil Regions of Queensland'' which is financed by the Commonwealth Re­
oearch Fund. 
''' Professor of Agriculture, University of Queensland. 
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4-0 to 80 inches per annum. On the average, more than two-thirds of the rainfall
is registered in the summer months. Quite a considerable portion falls in heavy
downpours which cause floods and lead to soil erosion on clea red a rea s .  Rapid
and heavy run-off reduces the leaching efficiency of rainfall on many types of
country and accentuates the effects of long, dry spells on the vegetation.
Little of the country would be liable to long periods of excessive temperatures .  
'I he S.E.  Trade Winds,  together with the summer rainfa ll ,  moderate the tempera­
tu res but lead to high humidities .  The mean annual temperature ranges from 
under 70°F at Brisbane and on the Atherton Tableland to s lightly over 76°F at 
Cairns .  The difference between mean annual maximum and minimum temperatures 
is generally les s than 20°F in the coastal a reas but rises to a s  much a s  27°F in  
the in land portions of the traverse .  
The a rea genera lly escapes the excessive desiccation experienced over much 
of Australia . The mean annual saturation deficit of water vapour ranges from 
j ust under 0.20 inches to s lightly over 0.25 inches of mercury while the mean 
annual  relative humidity approximates 70 % on the coast and 60 % in the inland 
parts of the traverse. (9 a .m.  readings .)  
Table I s ummarises important climatic data for representative centres in 
the traverse .  
In  many instances it  is found difficult to interpret the complete soil  pattern 
in terms of the present cl imatic and topographical  features .  In fact, certain charac­
ter i stics of some of the important soil groups examined a re considered to be the 
result of conditions vastly different from the present clay.  The possibil ity of 
polygenesis and the time factor must be kept in mind in clas sifying and correlating 
the soils .  
GEOLOGY 
The geology of the traverse is very complex and will not be discussed in any 
detail .  With minor exceptions the area forms part of the huge Tasman geosyncline 
of the Silu rian-Permian period, uplift of which has led to the formation of the 
coastal ranges of Queensland. 
Sedimentary rocks from Tertiary to Palaeozoic in age cover a considerable 
a rea . Granite is exposed in many localities including Ingham, Kirrama Range,· 
Mareeba and part of the Atherton Tableland, while basalt  flows range from 
small  areas to quite la rge expanses  such as occu r  at Childers ,  Emerald, Innisfail 
and on the Atherton Tableland. The underlying rock formation p rofoundly affects 
the nature of the soil profile by influencing the depth of weathering, permeabil ity, 
soil texture, cha racter of the clay, content of calcium, magnesium, iron, etc. and, 
indirectly the vegetation . It p rofoundly affects the quality of the soil for agricul­
tural, pastoral and forestry purposes .  
VEGETATION 
Four main and five minor groups of vegetation formations a re ob served. 
1. Eucalyptus woodland.
These formations a re commonly cal led open forest. They include a variety
of Eucalyptus spp . . Angophora spp . ,  Tristania spp . ,  C asuarina spp . ,  Acacia spp . ,  · 
Grevillea spp . ,  Callitris sp . ,  etc . and many species of shrubs and a number of 
grasses .  The grasses include species of Themeda, Aristida, B othriochl oa, Dichan­
thium, Heterop ogon, Chloris, and Triodia. Gras s  trees (Xanthorrhoea sp .) and 
Cycads occur on the poorer soi l s .  
The species domina1ting in the variou s a s sociations of this group vary 
with the rainfall ,  geological and soil features .  
By L. J. H. TEAJ\:LE 
2 . Rain Forest 
The rain forest is popula rly referred to as  "scrub"--sometimes a s  "vine 
scrub." This is unfortunate as the term "scrub" is app lied also to mulga and 
b rigalow country, where the trees may also be closely sp aced. 
There is a great wealth of plant s pecies in the rain forest including trees 
of many families ,  epiphytes such a s  orchids,  ferns, tree ferns, mosses ,  lichens and 
vines .  Occasional  eucalypts ,  limited to one or two p a rticula r species ,  may be 
observed . Grasses and ground herbage are uncommon. 
Rain forest is an important feature of the country where the rainfall exceeds 
about 50 inches per  annum. This form of vegetation is usua lly a s sociated with 
the deep weathe ring of the underlying rocks .  if not with a deep soil . Where the 
rainfall i s  moderate, it develops most usually .in p atches  on deeply dis sected 
range country, or where there is a favorable geological formation, for example, 
basalt. In high rainfall areas ,  however, it is a general feature irrespective of 
geological substratum except where poor drainage or other factors may constitute 
an unsatisfactory environment. 
As  compared with contiguous open eucalyptu s forest or cleared land, i t  would 
seem that the rain forest effects considerable modification of the soil moisture 
regime and of the microclimate, pa rticularly the moisture content of the atmosphere 
and the temperature of both soil and air. It is expected that there would be  a 
considerable reduction in the amplitude of the important climatic factors within 
the rain forest. 
A feature of the rain forest is a leaf litter usually 2-3 inches deep . A heavy leaf­
fal l  coupled with rapid decomposition of the organic matter  results in rapid 
c i rculation of the constituents absorbed from the soil by the vegetation. This 
circulation will be  interrupted when the rain forest is destroyed .  
In  the virgin state the rain forest bas little attraction for  the p astoralist. 
3 .  Acacia scrub. 
In  the drier parts of the traverse, scrubs,  in which the Acacia spp .  are locally 
dominant, constitute an important vegetation cover .  The scrub is often dense, 
but is u sually open enough for at least  a light  grass cover to develop . The 
dominant species in the different scrub a s sociations are brigalow, (Acacia harpo­
phylla ) ,  lancewood (A. s hi1·leyi ) ,  and gidgea (A .  camb agei ) .  B elah ( C asuarina 
lepidophloia ) and yellow wood (Terminalia oblongata) frequently occur with 
brigalow. 
4. Grassland. 
Commonly where the rainfall is not more than 2 5  inches  to 3 0  inches  per  annum 
but sometimes where it is a s  high a s  40 inches ,  patches  of open gra ssland or savan­
nah a re observed. These are referred to as "Downs". Most important a re the 
l\1itchell gra s s  (Astrebla spp . )  a s sociations which, in the region traversed, are con­
fined to "black" clay soil s .  This is the most valuable grazing country of the hinter-
. land. Further.more, it offers p rospect for the p roduction of grain sorghum in some 
districts . In fact, the Queensland British Food Corporation ha s  selected an area 
of this c lass  of country near Capella as  a grain sorghum p roject and planted. 
3 0,000 acres in 1 949. 
A low value type of gras sland. or savannah is an a s sociation of spinifex 
( Triodia pungens ) with a spr inkling of stunted Eucalyptus melanophloia, E. 
erythro phloia, E. setosa and E. papuana. 
are : 
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Minor groups  of vegetation as soci ations not included in the above groups 
1 .  ( a )  Tea tree (M elaleuca c unninghamii), gras s  tree (X ant horrhoea) ,  
Banksia, Casuarina, etc. on poorly drained areas  with a clay subsoil. 
( b )  (M elaleuca vi rid if lora) on s imi lar  a reas .  
2 .  Wet heath a reas  in "wallum" country. Important famil ies in thi s  a ssoci a­
tion are shrubby Myrt aceae ( including Lept ospermum spp.) Epacridaceae, 
Cyperaceae, and Restionaceae .  
3. "Dry monsoon forest" or "dry ra in forest"-stunted members  of  the ra in
forest species  in a reas  of moderate rainfall .
4. Heath and scattered trees, (e .g. E ucalyptus drepanophylla) on poor
gravelly country.
5 .  Coolabah .  (Eucalyptus coolabah ) on areas l iable to flooding in the 
Mitchell gras s  Downs .  
SOILS 
Under such a wide range of envi ronmental conditions, a great variety of 
soi ls may be  expected and,  indeed, i s  encountered. Owing to the high rainfall ,  
and, in some cases, to other  factors, most of the soi l s  are of the leached class. and 
acidic in  reaction. Exceptions are certain types cha racteristic of portions of the 
Emerald-Charters Towers  section of the traverse which are either calcareous 
in the subsoil or sufficiently alkaline to point to a high metallic cation status in 
the exchangeable fraction. In thi s  section the rainfall app roximates only 25 inches 
per annum. The grass land and acacia scrub soi ls a lso a re alkaline. 
An important group of the soi ls of the leached cla s s  exhibit ferruginous gravel 
and other  features cha racteristic of the material known as laterite. These soils 
are observed on many parts of the traverse and appear  to reflect the effects of 
conditions va stly different from the p resent cl imate. It i s  easy to accept the 
theory that these are soi ls  which commenced formation a very long time ago, 
p robably in the Pliocene period, and retain many characters inherited from a 
period or periods when the climate was va stly different from the p resent time.  
The chief so i l s  observed a re c lass ified into 12 groups .  
SUMMARY OF SOIL GROUPS 
Group A .  Greyish to grey b rown acidic so i l s  with c lay accumulation in  the 
subsoil-podzolic soils . 
Group B .  Grey soils of poorly drained areas where the topography i s  usually 
flat. Thi s  group includes "wallum" country . 
Group C .  B rown to red b rown soils with clay accumulation in the subsoi l ; 
appa rently acidic in reaction. 
Group D. Red and. grey or yellow brown soils with i ronstone and bauxitic 
gravel-soi ls with laterite. 
Group E. Red b rown to b rowni sh red soils which are acidic in reaction, 
without substantial profile differentiation, and with no obvious zone of sesquioxide 
accumulation-red loams .  
Group F .  ''B lack" clay soi ls .
Group G. Greyi sh  to brown heavy soi ls  with melonholes or gilga i s .  
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SKETCH MAP 
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FIG. 1.-Sketch Map of Queensland showing the route traversed. The letters, e.g. A, 
indicate the dominant group observed. The numerals, e.g. Ul92 indicate the approximate 
location of the sites sampled. 
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Group H .  B rown to red b rown soils ,  general ly calca reous in the subsoi l  and 
p robably neutral to alkal ine in  reaction. 
Group I. Greyi sh  to grey b rown soils with neutral or alkaline subsoi l ,  
generally calcareous .  
Group] .  B rown to  red brown soils with p rofile differentiation but no obvious 
calc ium carbonate ; formed on granite-red b rown earth s .  
Group K. Greyish to brown soi ls  of al luvial flats and delta s .  
Group L .  Shallow and stony soi ls ,  skeletal soi ls  and range country . 
In popular parlance, groups F, G, and I are commonly clas sed as "black" soi l s. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE SOIL GROUPS 
GROUP A. 
Greyish to grey brown soils with clay accumulation in the subsoil and acidic 
in  reaction throughout-These soi ls  show evidence of leaching and segregation
of the clay and sesquioxide in  the subsoi l .  They are generally clas s ified a s  
podzolic . In  fact, in  spite o f  the differences  from the  well-known podzols o f  the 
coniferous forests of the Northern Hemisphere, i n  Austral ia these soi ls are 
sometimes regarded as podzols .  
The most important features o f  these  soi ls a re : 
A Horizon or surface soil. 
Little or no leaf l itte r ;  grey to grey brown in colour and with humus accu­
mulation in the upper pa rt of the laye r ;  sometimes somewhat lighter in colour 
or bleached in the lower pa rt to form a di stinct A2 horizon. The texture is usual ly 
a s andy loam or loam but may be clay in  some instances .  
B Horizon or subsoil. 
Well differentiated from the surface with clay accumulation and in some 
instances obvious s egregation of se squioxides .  A number of colour types  i s  
observed including yellow, b rown, r e d  brown and red. Mottling i s  common, pa r­
ticula rly of red and yellow shades .  Rusty mottling occurs where drainage i s  
restricted. It  i s  thought that the main colour variations in  the subsoi l  a re related 
in  l a rge measure to the nature of the pa rent materia l ,  but some colours such as 
the rusty and red mottlings a re the result of conditions of impeded drainage. 
At least two subgroups  are observed. 
1. Grey surface soils wit� definite bleaching in the subsurface l ayer s .  
2.  B rownish grey to  greyish brown surface soi ls with l ittle or no bleaching 
in the subsurface. 
Soi ls of subgroup 1 are the more common in  the southern pa rts of the traverse 
and form most readily on the more acidic rock types ; those of subgroup 2 
appear  to be dominant on the traverse from about 1 00 miles north of B ri sbane .  
Formation i s  favoured by pa rent material s uch a s  calcareous s andstones and grano­
diorite s .  As the bas icity of the pa rent materi a l  increases the soils become darker 
and develop features which approach those of the "black" clay types (Group 
F )  under lower rainfall  or  b rown types  ( G roup C) in  the wetter areas .  
On the flat  a reas ,  such a s  alluvia l  terraces ,  c lay accumulation in  the subsoi l  
i s  marked and results in impeded drainage.  Such soi l s  would be  recognised as  a 
thi rd subgroup and c lass ified a s  "planosols" in the present American system. 
Such a differentiation i s  not attempted in  thi s  study as  soi ls  with apparently 
s imi lar  p rofiles are observed on moderate slopes in  undulating country. 
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Only one of the sites examined can be cons idered a s  a poss ible representa­
tive of this group .  Even this is doubtful in the absern;e, of more data . This i s  the 
open forest soil U180-183 from Danbulla in the Atherton Tableland region. ( For 
analytical  data see Table 1 of the Appendix, page 33 .) This soi l  is s l ightly·
acidic (pH 6 .18) and conta ins only 0 .038 per cent. P203 in the su rface soi l. Organic 
matter i s  low. There i s  definite differentiation in the profile with the subsoi l  clay 
content being more than double that of the su rface .  But the exchangeable metal 
cations are exceedingly low ( 1 . 25 milli-equivalents per 100 grams of soi l  or 3 .5 per  
100 grams  of  clay in  the  subsoi l  14- 20 inches deep ) and with respect to  this  
cha racteristic the soi l  c losely resembles the soils of Group E,  the so-called red 
loams.  Magnesium i s  the dominant exchangeable metal cation in the subsoi l .  
Val lance (1938) (1939) and Vallance and Wood (1940) have described in 
detai l  so i l s  of the Beerburrum, Glas shouse and Nambour districts some 50 to 60 
miles north of B risbane which exhibit s imi lar  chemical  features to U180-183. 
These soi ls  are  of the "reel ea rth residual" group of B ryan ( 1939) and it is 
doubtful i f  they should be  included with group A .  The obvious affinity i s  with 
Group D-soi ls  with laterite. 
Vallance has suggested that these soils are pseudo-poclzols .  The writer agrees 
with thi s viewpoint i f  not the name. There are no really characteristic poclzol 
features .  A new soil group name i s  requi red. 
The soi ls  of group A are cha racteri stic of the undulating to h i lly coastal 
country and the hinterland of Queensland where the rainfall  exceeds 30 inches  
per  annum.  In the  vi rgin state, thi s  country generally carr ie s  a eucalyptus 
woodland with an unclergr_owth of grass  and some shrub s .  In  the wetter areas ,  
the sh rub undergrowth may become dominant under some conditions .  
These soi ls  a r e  relatively undeveloped for agriculture except for sugar cane 
in some coastal  districts . Generally the country i s  devoted to stock-rais ing, with 
or without ringbarking. By encouraging the growth of gras s ,  ringbarking is s aid 
to double the carrying capacity. Summer maize and winter cereals are grown 
in restricted areas ,  especia lly on those soils in the valleys where the fertility level 
and moisture status are most favourable .  
It  i s  recognised that these soils a re of low fertility in compari son with black 
clay soi ls ,  reel soils of the ra in forests, and the al luvial soil s .  F irst, many types  
lack the  capacity to  store large quantities  of  moisture, a very important charac­
teristic owing to the dry periods, which, unfortunately, are only too common 
in  pa rts of Queensland. Second, it i s p robable that they need generous fertili s e r  
treatment for  s atisfactory growth of  many agricultural crops .  F avoured a s  these  
so i l s  a re with a generous, if  somewhat uncertain, rainfall ,  their  la rge extent renders 
them worthy of consideration for much greater agricultu ral development where the 
slopes a re s atisfactory. It seems that  they should play an important part in the 
extension and stabi l is ation of agriculture in Queensland. Obviously, there i s  need 
for research to determine fertili s e r  requirements and su itable crop rotations, in­
volving renovating crops and pastures a s  well a s  marn crops .  
GRO UP B .  
Grey soils o f  poorly drained areas, usually flat coun try of ten subject t o  
season al inundation . This group includes "wallum" coun try.-A wide variety 
of p rofiles and soil a s soci ations are  included in this group but few examinations 
were made on account of the minor agricultura l  importance.  
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1 .  Wall um country. 
The term "wallum country" i s  appl ied to low ferti l ity coastal areas  which 
a re characteri sed by bottle brush (Banksia spp . )  and as soci ated plants .  This 
cla s s  of country includes a number of different soil  as sociations and soil types  
some of which have been described by Young (1946) . Prominent among these 
a re grey sandy flats which carry a "wet heath" vegetation as sociation in some 
instances and, in  others ,  M elaleuca viridif lora. These very sandy soils of the 
poorly drained flats appear  to resemble the Plantagenet ser ies  of Western 
Austral ia described by Hosking and Burvill (1938) and the Thorpe and Toma­
hawk series of northern Tasmania described by Hubble (1946) . Such soils may 
be c lass ified as  ground-water podzol s .  They a re cha racter ised by a dark surface 
layer due to enrichment with organic matter which rests on a bleached sandy A2 
horizon. At some depth is a blacki sh  or b rownish humus :i.ccumulation which 
constitutes a B1 horizon. This  often cements the sand to form a hard pan. In  some 
cases  the hard pan may be more or less ferruginous .  
Other types o f  wallum country ca rry more or les s  stunted eucalypts, B anks ia  
and grass  t ree  (Xanthorrhoea sp . ) ,  etc. These soils ,  though poor in important 
nutritional factors,  a re superior to the very s andy types in that there is a clayey 
subsoi l  below the sandy su rface. Such soi l s  are extens ive between Maryborough 
and Bundaberg. In  some districts they alternate with sandy types .  
2 .  Teatree flat country .  
A soi l  included in this group w a s  examined 10 miles north o f  Ca rdwell .  ( See 
U49-54 in  Table 1 of the Appendix, p age 3 3 . )  This area cons i sts of a flat, low­
lying coastal p la in abutting a steep, granitic range on the west. It ca rries a vege­
tation as sociation of which p rominent species are lvl elaleuca cunninghamii, gras s  
tree (X anthorrhoea sp . ) ,  C asuarina sp . ,  and  wattles  (Acacia sp . ) .  The  p rofile 
exhibits a dark grey to b rownish grey sand to sandy loam on the su rface and a 
greyi sh  yellow sub soil cha racte rised by ru sty mottling. Furthermore, in the sub­
soi l ,  at a depth of more than two feet, there i s  a bleached grey clay with yellowish 
and reddi sh  mottlings which appears  to be  a glei horizon. The dispers ible c lay 
observed in  some pools in  thi s  vicinity suggest soloni sation, a deduction supported 
by the chemical analyses reported in Table 1 of the Appendix ( p age 3 3 ) .  
The chemical analyses reported show that the content of exchangeable metal 
cations is exceedingly low, amounting to only 0.78 milli-equivalents per 1 00 gms. of 
soil in the surface and 2 . 5  mil l i-equ ivalents in the subsoi l .  Furthermore, the ex­
changeable metal cations are chiefly magnes ium (83 % ) in the second foot, whi le  
calc ium i s  very low indeed, amounting to only 3 % of the total in  the surface 
and 2 % in th€ second foot. Sodium i s  not high either  in the surface or subsoi l. 
The soil may be described as a magnesium soloth. 
It i s  evident that thi s  soil  is exceedingly low in. natural  fertility. Acidity i s  
not excess ive ( pH 5 . 5  in  the surface ) b u t  the su rface contains only 0.0 1 1 % P203 
and the low content of exchangeable calcium in relation to the magnes ium may 
induce physiological  disturbances in ordinary field crop s .  
GROUP C .  
Brown to red brown soils with clay accumulation in  t h e  subsoil and appar­
ently acidic in reaction-These soils, together with those of Group A, occur as  
pa rt of the pattern where the  rainfall exceeds 30 inches per  annum.  The profile 
cons i sts typically of a b rown to reddi sh b rown surface on a yellow brown, 
red b rown to b rownish red subsoi l  with clay enrichment. They appear  to develop 
where the pa rent material is of more bas ic  constitution such as greenstones, 
calcic sediments and basalt .  
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These soils appear  to be good agricultural land where of good depth and the 
topography i s  favourable .  In  the virgin state they generally ca rry eucalyptus 
woodland and gra s s .  F requently they have been developed for fodder crop s, p ine­
apples, bananas, beans, etc. 
No s ites were examined or  sampled to represent this group.  
GROUP D. 
Red and yellow brown soils with ironstone or b auxi tic gravel-The i ronstone 
or  bauxitic gravel i s  conside red to be rep resentative of the material laterite. These
soils a re p ermeable to water .  The clay is non-plastic  and very low in  cap acity to 
absorb exchangeable metal cations ; the p rofile differentiation is poorly developed 
but i s  more evident in the yel low types than in the red. The red coloured types  
exhibit a very wel l  developed and stable crumb structure pa rticularly in  the 
surface.  
The complete p rofile of a lateritic soi l  i s  presumed to exhibit the following 
features : 
( i )  a su rface of reddish,  brownish, or greyi sh  soi l ;  
( i i )  a layer o f  accumulation o f  se squioxide, chiefly i ron and aluminium 
oxides .  The sesquioxides may be p i solitic, or concentrated in  a ves icular mass .  It  
may be fragmental or cemented to form boulders and, occas ionally, ha rd pan.  
This i s  l aterite. It  i s  noteworthy that laterite i s  never mass ive but i s  ves icular 
and vermiform in structure ; the ves ic les  are f i l led with clay suggesting deposi­
tion of the sesquioxides according to an intricate pattern in  a clay matrix. Thi s  
layer ranges in  thicknes s  from several feet t o  over 1 00 feet a n d  varies in  colour 
from yellow b rown to dark red. The i ronstone fragments a re frequently stained 
black.  When freshly exposed thi s  material is  soft and cheesy to cut but it hardens 
in contact with the air. There i s  no doubt that  it  is s imi lar  to the laterite descr ibed 
by B uchanan in  1 807; 
( i i i ) a whiti sh  clay underlying the layer character ised by the accumulation 
of sesquioxides or l aterite. The upper pa rt of the whiti sh  clay i s  heavily mottled 
with patches of i ron oxides ( mottled zones )  and becomes less  mottled with depth 
to form the "pall id" zone ; 
( i v )  decomposing rock of various types including basalt, sandstones, etc . 
Whitehouse  ( 1 940 ) reports "billy," a s i l iceous infiltration or accumulation, 
in layers ( i i i )  or ( iv )  in  some p rofiles, but none is observed at the s ites examined 
on this investigation. 
Group D i s  sub-divided into two major sub-groups  on the basis of colour 
and structure differences .  
Subgroup Dl-red types. 
In thi s  i nvestigation, these soils were observed more generally on the more 
bas ic  rocks or  derivatives rich in  ferro-magnes ian minerals .  Features of the soi l  
p rofile a re b rownish reel and red colours and sesquioxidic aggregations in  the 
lower layers .  These aggregates are frequently stained "bla_ck" by manganese 
dioxide.  B elow the zone of sesquioxide accumulations, there is generally c lay 
with whiti sh and reddish colours  p rominent. Physically, the soi ls  are open and 
permeable and there  i s  usually considerable depth of unconsol idated mater ia l  o r  
regolith . 
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PHOTO 7-View of undulating red. lateritic country at Mena Creek 
12 miles south of JnnisfaiL This country originally carried rain forest and 
is now u n der sugar cane. The rock at Mena
· Creek is basalt. 
Subgroup D2-yellow types 
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Yellow brown subsoi l  colours a re characteri stic of the soils of thi s  group 
which appear  to be confined to the more acidic rocks or derivatives .  These soi ls  
show more evidence of differentiation in the p rofiles suggesting greater migration 
of clay than in the red group .  The profiles observed on thi s expedition exhibit  
a greyish or  yellowish grey sandy surface with a yellow b rown sandy subsoi l  
showing clay enrich111;ent and laterite in p i solitic form or as boulders .  
In  a l l  cases  the weathering of minerals ha s been very active in  the so i l s  exhib i t­
ing laterite . Much of the calcium, magnes ium, potas s ium, etc. - elements 
i mportant in  plant and animal nutrition-has been lost and reserves of pr imary 
rock minerals, further  weathering of which would release  these elements, are 
thought to be low or non-exi stent. 
In general, the red types, subgroup Dl, are superior to the yellow for 
agricultu ral purposes . Where of good physical  condition and of good depth, these 
soi ls ,  with generous ferti l i ser  treatment and suitable fa rming methods. have 
proved su itable for horticulture, ma ize, peanuts, sugar cane, p asture and other  
types of fa rming. 
Being more sandy and gravelly the yellow types  usual ly lack moisture holding 
capacity and other factors important in nutrition and are seldom used for agricul­
ture in Queensland. 
Analys i s  of the soils of group D are given in Table 1 of the Appendix (pages 
33 and 3 4 ) . 
The only site sampled deemed to rep resent the red subgroup (Dl) is U 184-
191. Thi s s ite i s  south of Innis fai l  and the profile was sampled in a deep tramway 
cutting near Mena Creek, where the parent material is ba salt . Apart from the 
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appea rance of laterite structure in  the lower pa rt of the cutting, there is l i ttle 
evidence of p rofile differentiation. The laterite structure i s  not well developed but 
is cha racteri stic in  many features i ncluding ves icular segregations of se squioxide 
and some development of whiti sh  mottl ing at the bottom of the p rofile. It  is 
thought to be a very immature laterite . 
Di s regarding the surface soil  which ha s  most likely been di stu rbed and, per­
haps,  modifi ed during the construction of the cutting, the analyses of the s ampl�s 
reported in Table 1 of the Appendix ( page 33) show the soi l  to be strongly acidic 
pH 5 or less ) .  The clay content exceeds 60 per cent. although the soi l  i s  not 
obviously of a clayey texture and the content of the exchangeable metal cations i s  
only 0.5 mill i-equivalents per  100 gms .  o f  soi l .  I t  i s  o f  interest that each  o f  
the  four p rincipal  cations i s  in  about the  s ame  p roportion . 
Three sites rep resent the yellow soi ls-subgroup DZ . These are U14-17 and 
U18-20 which were s ampled south of Cha rters Towers and U 112-118 which 
was s ampled about nine miles south of Mareeba on the Atherton 
Tableland. Each of these soi ls  appears  to be forming on a s andstone and under 
a relatively low ra infall which would be about 25 inches per  annum south of 
Charters Towers and about 40 inches south of Mareeba .  These soils contain 
va rying amounts of ferruginous concretions and, south of Charters  Towers,  sur­
face boulders of vesicula r, ferruginous material ,  undoubtedly fragmental laterite, 
may be observed at many points . 
The clay content shows quite marked increase  with depth but the differentia­
tion, while more marked than in the red types,  i s  not so obvious as would be  ex­
pected in  the usual  podzolic soil s .  The reaction of these soils is s lightly acidic or. 
neutral .  Phosphorus and total nitrogen are both very low ( le s s  than 0 .1 % 
P205 and N respectively ) .  
I n  the samples analysed the metal cations a re relatively low i n  one p rofile and 
low in  the other .  Magnes ium appears  to be  pa rticula rly high in  both of the subsoils 
examined, amounting to over 60 % of the total exchangeable metal cations .  
GROUP E.  
R ed brown to  brownish red  soi ls, acidic in  reaction, wi thout substantial profi le 
differentiati on and wi th no z one of sesquioxide accurnulation.-In Austral ia ,  soi ls  
of GROUP E are generally c lassed as  red loams and are observed from Tasmania 
to North Queensland pa rticu larly where basa lt i s  the parent rock. In Queensland. 
these soi ls have been observed under rainfall ranging from about 30 
inches pe r  annum, a s  at Marecba ,  Gayndah, Kingaroy, etc . ,  to 150 
inches per annum a s  at Innisfa i l .  While certain of their p rofile p ro­
perties correlate with the amount of rainfall, the general features of 
these  soils over thi s  range a re s imi lar .  Profile differentiation i s  
poorly developed a s  the migration and  segregation o f  clay and other  constituents
under the influence of leaching rain water ha s  ·been of minor proportions; the 
soils a re highly coloured, permeable and well structu red particula rly in areas of 
more generous rainfall ; all examples examined are acidic in reaction. those under 
the higher  rainfall being more acidic .  The reaction approximates pH 5 where the 
rainfall is high while those under the lower rainfall conditions the 
soils a re but s l ightly acidic, the pH generally exceeding 6. 
An interesting structural feature of some of the profiles when examined 
(during the dry period of the year) was  the crunchy feeling of the subsoil when 
being bored. In these instances the subsoil material apoears  somewhat l11mnv 
and some of the fragments b reak with a biscuity snap .  The significance of this 
property is not understood. 
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Although there a re many examples under high rainfall conditions of many 
feet of red soi l-like materi al ,  evidence of decomposing rock is often encountered at 
a depth of three or fou r feet .  In the higher rainfall a reas the underlying rock is 
frequently soft and weathered sometimes to a reddish colour to conside rable 
depths . On portions of the Atherton Tableland where the rainfall is low, the 
rock is usual ly hard immediately below the soil ,  s uggesting less advanced 
weathering. 
It is cons ide red that the true soi l  or solum of these types is not abnormally 
deep as is often claimed. 
These red soils appear to form most readi ly on bas alt and are observed 
over  a very wide range of rainfall  and latitudes . However, where the rainfall is 
adequate and the temperature appa rently favourable these soils are observed on 
granite, as in the Ki rrama Range near Ca rdwell and at Danbulla on the Atherton 
Tableland, and on schists , etc. All reel soils are not basaltic as is often popula rly 
believed .  
On the basis of colour these soils are subdivided into sub-groups E1 and E2. 
Those with p rominent red and brown shades are class ified as s ubgroup E1; those  
vvith yellow shades, E2 .  Subgroup E1 ,  the  typical "reel loam", i s  most widespread but 
subgroup E2 was observed on certain types of schists on the Atherton Tableland. 
In this soil, the su rface is a dark yellow b rown and the subsoil yellow brown to 
orange in colou r .  An example is site U 127-132 sa mpled nea r Topaz in the southern 
part of the Atherton Tableland. On the granites at Kirrama Range certain of the 
soi ls exhibited similar  featu res and may be included in subgroup E2• 
The degree of redness appears to be related to the nature of the parent rock. 
Thus basalt and less acidic granites commonly develop the redder types of soils 
while the more acidic granites a re associated with b rowner types . Hovvever, on some 
parts of the Atherton Tableland the soils derived from bas alt are distinctly b rown 
rather than red in colou r .  S imi lar  observations of northern New South Wales 
have been made on the basaltic tableland in the Lismore district. No explanation 
of this colour variation is known. 
Two sub-divisions of the red subgroup, E1, the boundary between which is not 
pa rticula rly distinct, may be noted on the Atherton Tableland : 
( 1) the high rainfall types where the rainfall  exceeeds 50  inches and rain 
forest is the cha racteristic cover ; 
(2) the lower rainfall  types represented by the eucalyptus woodland area on 
basalt country between Atherton and l\1areeba .  
( 1) High rainfall types. ( E1 (h ) ) 
These soils usually develop under rain forest but are observed under eucalyp­
tus forest in a number of cases, for instance, in the Kirrama Range. The profile 
is generally deep-at least four feet-and the underlying rock is frequently 
weathered to considerable depths . Where the weathered material is red the soils 
a re popular ly described as very deep. The su rface soil is characte ristically very 
rrumbly and dark red brown in  colour-often blackish .  Under rain forest in the 
Kirrama Range, these soils on granite contain a little over 3 per cent organic ca rbon 
in the surface layer while on the Atherton Tableland, on basalt, the organic carbon 
content of the su rface soil approximates 6 to 8 per cent. on most sites . It is 
significant that, on the Atherton Tableland, rain forest soils of this type which 
have been under grass for many years appear  to contain about half this quantity 
of organic ca rbon. One sample from a maize field contained only about 2 per 
cent. organic carbon. 
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Table I I  shows the organic ca rbon, total nitrogen contents and ca rbon nitro­
gen ratio of surface soils of subgroup Ei .  
1 .  from the  h igh  rainfall ra in  forest a reas  which a re now 
( a )  under rain forest, or 
( b )  under p asture or cultivation after clea ring the rain forest. 
2. from sites under lower rainfall conditions in  eucalyptus woodland.
TABLE II 
The organic matter of Group £-subgroup El ( Red Loams) .  
Organic carbor.i b y  Walkley and Black method.  
Serial I D " t . t I Approx. , Depth I C d " t " No. is nc rainfall ins . on i wn 
---- ---�---- --��-- ----- - - ---
( l )  High rainfall and rain-forest country (subgroup E I (h )  
U25 Kirrama Range over 80 0-3 rain forest 
u 30 0-3 
u 44 0-4 
U l 5 6  Danbulla 75 0-6 
U l 73 75  0-8 
u 55 Palmersto;1 1 50 0-6 cleared 
ro3.dside 
under lantana 
u 60 Yungahnrra 55 0--6 cleared and 
under wild 
tobacco and 
regrowth 
u 6 6  Butcher C k . lO O  0-3 rain forest 
U l 33 1 00 0-6 pasp::il �nn 
U l 40 80 0-6 
U l 46 Maland a 70 0-6 rain forest 
U l 5 1  Atherton (S th)  52  0-7 maize 
u 8 1  Atherton (Nth ) 50 0-6 rain forest 
Parent Org. C 
rock 0/ ,o --------
granite 3 . 48  
granite 3 J i9 
or 
diorite 
granite 3 . 2 6  
3 . 33 
4 . 1 9  
basalt 3 . 30 
6 . 50 
8 . 4 1  
4 . 80 
3 . 6 0  
6 . 4 2  
2 . 2 1  
5 . 9 7  
Total N 
�{i 
----
0. 284 
0 .322  
0 .296  
0 . 343 
0 . 2 )4 
0 .306  
0 . 559 
0 . 700 
0 .469 
0 . 390 
0 . 602 
0 .235  
0 . 6 1 3 
( 2 )  Lower rainfall with Eucalyptus woodland b:ctween Atherton and Mareeb:J.. 
(s ubgroup E l ( I )  ) . 
u 85  South Mapee . . < 50 0-6 Enc. wo:>dlanrl bas1l t 3 . 5 1  0 . 257  
u 92 Ma pee . . < 50 0-6 " " " 2 . 7 3  0. 202
u 96  South Carbeen 40 0-5 " " " 2 . 1 0  0 .  l ii 5  
U l 04 C;i,rbeen . . 40 0-2 " " " 2 . 6ii 0 . 1 9 !  
U l 09 North Carbeen 40 0-5 " " " l . ii9 0 1 1 3 
U l 23 North Carbeen 40 0-6 " " " 1 62 0 . 1 1 4 
C /N 
ratio 
1 2 . 3  
] 1 . 2
1 1 . 0 
9 . 7 
1 4 . 3  
1 0 . 8  
l l . 8  
1 0 . 6  
1 0 . 2  
9 . 2  
10 . 7 
9 .4  
0 . 7  
1 3 .  7 
1 3 . ii  
1 3 . ii  
1 3 . 6  
1 4 .  l 
1 4 .  '� 
The carbon : nitrogen ratio suggests that the organic matter of the surface 
layers s ampled is reasonably well decomposed or humified. 
The exchang�able metal cation content of these soils i s  cha racteristically low 
pa rticularly when it is remembered that the clay content is exceedingly high in 
most instances .  As would be  expected in view of the high organic matter content, 
the surface is much richer in these cations than the subsoi l .  In  the subsoil  there
i s  u sually less than 1 mill i-equivalent of total metal cations per  100 gms.  of soi l .  
Table III gives the information regarding the exchangeable metal cation 
status of surface and subsoi ls  of the soils of Group E ( red loams ) and other  
so i l s  for  which  information i s  avai lable .  
TABLE III 
E xch an ge ab le cation capacity o f  soils ('X ami11ed, degree of u1 1Saturation as measured b y  the proportion of e x changcabll� h ydrogen and t lw cation e ;.; ch a n ge capacity per ]00 :;rallls u( c l a y .
S e e  Table 1 of Appendix for further det ails, 
(E xch ange able h ydro ge n  determined b y  the mctani trophcnol method to p H  S A ) .  
Nearest 
Centre 
Danbulla . .
Cardwell 
I n nisfail 
Betwt>en 
E m eralrl and 
C h arters Towers 
M ueeba . .
Kirrama Range 
J nnisfail 
Y tmgaburra 
Butcher Creek { 
M aland a 
Atherton 
D anbulla . 
Ma pee 
Car been 
C arbeen 
Kirrama Range 
Topaz 
Emerald . .
Emerald-
Ch.  Towers 
Charters Towers 
{ 
{ 
{ 
Approx .  
annual 
rainfall 
inches 
75 
80 
1 50 
20 to 
25 
40 
80 
�M WO 
� 
WO 
WO 
M 
w 
� 
w 
w 
Th 
Th 
Th 
< � 
< W 
w 
w 
w 
w 
M 
lW 
H 
25 
25 
Parent 
m a terial 
grani te 
basalt 
sand­
stone 
? sand­
stone { grani te 
b asic 
granite 
granite 
granite 
basalt 
hasalt 
basalt 
basalt 
basalt 
basalt 
basalt 
basalt 
basalt 
granite 
granite 
granite 
basalt 
basalt 
basalt 
basalt 
basalt 
basalt ? 
granite 
schist 
basalt 
granite 
Soil 
Cro up 
A 
B 
D I  
D2 
D2 
El (h ) 
El (I ) 
E2 
F 
H 
] 
Serial 
N o .  
Ul80 
u 49
Ul84 
u 14
U112  
u 25
u 30
u 39
u 44
u 55
u 60 
u 66
Ul33 
Ul40 
U146 
Ul51 
u 75
u 81
Ulf>6 
Ul67 
Ul73 
u 85
u 92
u 96
U109 
Ul04 
UlOO 
u 35
Ul27  
u 1
pH 
6 . 18  
fi . 53  
5 .60 
5 .85 
6 .61 
6 .47 
5 . 17 
6 11 
5 .22 
5.�o
5.08 
4 .97 
!' .62 
5 .93 
5 .64 
6 .34 
7 . 1 0 
6 .62 
5.05 
5.36 
4 .86 
6 .53 
6 .09 
6 .21 
6 .86 
6 .53 
6 .80 
5 .72 
4 .32 
7 .91 
u 10 I 7.06u 21 6 .89
S urface Soil 
milli .  eq . per 1 00 gm. 
soil 
cation 
e x  c h .  
capac.  
17 . 4  
23 .1 
27 .3 
27 .1 
45 .4 
25 .9 
24 .6 
E xch . 
m e t . 
cations 
4 .2 
0 .78 
2 .39 
1 .55 
9 .06 
18 .78 
6 . 9  
8 . 1 3 
4 . 60 
4 .18 
3 .57 
7 .83 
4 .65 
6 .63 
6 . 75 
10 .4 
36 .8 
40 .8 
3 .8 
1 .69 
1 .46 
19.2 
12.0 
12 .9 
15 .3 
20.2 
23.3 
4 . 15 
1 .01 
67 .2 
14 .5 
8 .8 
E xch . 
H 
15 .0 
16 .2 
23 .1 
20.5 
8.6 
22.1 
9 .3 
• I ncl udes exch.  c ations h e l d  by organic matter (see te:'{ t ) .
E x c h .  H 
as % c a t .  
E xc h .  c ations 
m .  eq . per 
1 00 gm. cl a y •
exchange I 1 1  
Serial 
N o .  
c a pacity 
86 
70 
85 
76 
19 
85 
38 
M e t a l  
28 
5 .2  
4 "  
1 1  
30 
1 88 
38 
45 
27 
9 . "3  
8 .7 
29 
23 
16 
22 
23 
97 
136 
1 4 . 4  
7 . 4  
f> .0  
69 
32 
34 
41 
63 
80 
42 
3 . 9  
129 
T o t a l  
( c a p a c )  
3 1  
128 
61 
66 
120 
100 
67 
Ul82 
u 51
UlS6 
u 1 6  
{I I Ul 14U117 
u 27 
u 32
l J  46 
u 57
U H  
U H  
Ul36 
Ul42 
u1e 
Ul� 
u n  
u g  
Ul� 
UlU 
UlTh 
U M  
u w  
u �
Ulll 
Ul� 
Ul02 
u 37
Ul30 
p H  
5 .69 
5 .83 
5 .00 
6 .56 
6 .91 
7 . 19 
5 .12 
5 . 49 
5 . 16 
5 . 1 8 
4 .85 
5 .14 
5 .44 
5 .76 
5 .43 
5 .32 
7.07 
7.04 
5 .09 
5 .76 
fl .02 
6 .25 
6 .41 
6.29 
6 .90 
6 . 70 
6 . 48 
5 .41  
. 4 .79 
40 
52 u 23 I 7 . 16
Su bsoi l 
Milli . c q .  per 100 gm. 
soi l  Exch.  I-! 
I I as % c a t .  
cation 
cxch.  
capac.  
E x c h .  
m e t .  
c a t  i n n s  
E xch . 
H 
exch ange 
cap aci ty 
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The very low status of these soils with re spect to exchangeable metal cations 
a s  well a s  the high content of magnesium in  relation to calcium in some of the 
sur face samples and in  many of the subsoil samples can well be important factors 
in the nutrition of crops .  
Of  particular  importance in the  fertil ity of these soi ls  i s ,  undoubtedly, the 
cation exchange status of the surface soils . The details presented in Table 1 of 
the Appendix show that calcium i s  cha racteri stica lly, but by no means invariably, 
the dominant exchangeable metal cation. Furthermore, the cation exchange 
capacity of the surface soil in  most instances is from two to four times that of the 
subsoi l .  The ratio between the content of exchangeable metal cations of the sur­
face and subsoil samples is even greater .  I f  i t  be  accepted that the clay minerals 
a re s imi lar  in both surface and subsoil these differences can reasonably b e  
attributed t o  the diffe rences in  organic matter content. Thus , the obviously 
abe rrant figures given in Table I I I  for exchangeable cations per 1 00 grams of clay 
in the surface soil serve to emphas i se  the paramount importance . of organic matter 
in these soi l s .  They point to the need to conserve the organic matter to maintain 
fertil ity in such soi ls  where the mineral colloids a re so impoverished in exchange­
able metal cations .  
( 2 )  The  lower rainfall types . (E 1  ( I )  ) 
The lower rainfall types stud ied in thi s investigation occur under a eucalyptus 
woodland between Atherton and Mareeba where the average annual rainfall would 
range from about 3 5  inches to about 50  inche s .  The  soi ls  a r e  formed on  basa lt 
appa rently s imi lar to that of the m ain Atherton Tableland area .  Like the high 
rainfall  soi ls ,  these show a highly coloured p rofi le with little differentiation . They 
differ  f rom the high rainfall types in showing less  development of structure in the 
top 6 or 12 inches and appear more compact when being dug. Analyses s bow 
them to be lower in clay content and much lower i n  organic matter .  The soils are 
a l so  les s  acid, tbe reaction range be ing generally pH 6 to 7. The content of 
exchangeable metal ·cations i s  low but very much higher than in most of the 
bigher rainfall rain-forest types except th at sampled just north of Atherton. See 
site U 8 1 -84, Table I I I. 
In  the samples  examined, exchangeable magnesium appears to be of normal 
proportions .  Furthermore, these soi ls a re genera lly shallow and rest on relatively 
hard rock. B oulders of basalt a re common . The ground cover i s  quite different 
from the rain forest as  about 5 0 %  of the surface is bare between the gra s s  tus­
socks under a very open eucalyptus woodland. This condition of the surface will 
p rofoundly affect the temperature regime of tbe soil . The higher soil temperatures 
which undoubtediy develop would be expected to reduce the accumulation of 
organic matter a s  compared with the rain forest soil s .  This i s  the case in  the 
samples analysed (Table I I ) .  
Speaking generally o f  the soi ls representative of Group E i t  may b e  
pointed out that the phosphorus content i s  closely correlated with the parent 
materi a l .  Soils on basalt a re rich (0 .22  to 0.46 % P205 ) and those on granite low 
(0 .04 to 0.08 % P2 05 ) in  phosphorus. 
GROUP F. 
"Black" clay soils .-Black clay loam to clay soi ls  are observed on the traverse 
from B ri sbane to a point well north of Clermont under rainfal l  ranging from 20 to 
45 inches per annum. These were once thought to belong to the chernosem great 
soil group but both Dr. C .  E. Kellogg and Professor G. W. Robinson are emphatic 
that this i s  not the case  owing to their  heaviness ,  structural characteristics and. 
restricted internal drainage. 
PHOTO I-Rain forest of the Kirrama Range , near Carclwell , N . Q .  The 
large tree on the left is kauri pine (Agathis palm.erstoni) . 
PHOTO 2--The Beatrice River in dense rain forest on the Palmerston 
Highway , about 36 miles from Innisfail .  The river is a tributary of the 
North Johnstone River. 

PHOTO 3-A patch of open eucalyptus forest in rain forest in the Kirrama
Range , near Cardwel l ,  N.Q .  The chief trees are Eucalyptus grandis and
E. tereticornis . Kangaroo grass ( Themeda australis) is the chief grass in 
the open forest at this site. 
PHOTO 4-The leaf litter above a mealy " reel loam " soil (U2.�) under
rain forest in the Kirrama Range , near Cardwell , N.Q .  

·------·· -· ---··- ----
PHOTO 5-\Ycll m anaged kikuy u  grass (Pennisetum clandestinum)  on 
undulating to hil ly tableland country near !\lillaa Mill a a ,  N.Q. This country 
was under rain forest until cleared duri ng the H J 1 2 - 1 9 1 4  period . 
PHOTO 6-Dairy country on tl1 e Pal merston Hi ?hway about 1 7  mil E s  
fro m  I n nisfail . This c o u ntry was u nder rain forest until c l eared in 1935 .  
Lantana (Lantana camara) a n d  Ageratum conyzoides have i nvaded t h e  pastures 
and are very serious weeds . It will take some years of careful management 
to control the weeds a n d  produce a pasture a s  in Photo 5.  
'lj. 
NOTES ON SOILS OF CO ASTAL 
QUEE NSLAND 
The characteristic features are : 
( a )  Dark grey, dark grey brown, dark reddi sh brown to black colour.  
( b )  Granula r su rface when dry ( self-mulching ) .
( c )  Great capacity to shrink on drying and swell on wetting. Extensive 
cracks develop on d!"ying. 
( d )  Montmorillonite clay. 
( e) l\/Iacro-structure more or les s  unstable in  water. 
( f )  _Low organic matter content-generally le s s  than 4 per cent.
These black clay soils may be subdivided into a number of groups some of 
which at least  are considered to be of great soil group status .  J\ifost important are : 
( a )  Shallow black soils with little development of b rownish B horizon which 
merges into fragmental, weathering rock at depths ranging from 1 to 3 feet.  
These soils a re observed on basalt, on limestones and travertine, on calcareous 
sandstones,  on greywacke rich in ferro-magnesians and on serpentine but are 
most common on basalt. In the lower rainfall areas the reaction i s  neutral to 
a lkaline but i s  usually acidic in  the higher rainfall areas .  Lime i s  usually observed 
at depth-in very shallow types it may be found in the joints of the underlying 
rocks .  
( b )  Soils  of considerable depth forming both directly on the above-mentioned 
rocks as  well a s  on colluvial or alluvi al accumulations derived at least  in part from 
th ese  rocks .  These are the only soils examined chemically on this traverse .  The 
general featu res of the profile a s  observed north of Emerald are : 
( i )  A few inches of da rk grey b rown to dark grey fine, granular clay.  Fine 
pellets of calcium ca rbonate commonly occur .  A red brown tinge may be 
observed where limestone ( travertine usually ) constitutes the parent 
material .  
( i i ) F rom 8 to 1 2  inches of da rk grey brown clay of cloddy structure, and 
usually conta ining fine pellets of calcium carbonate. 
( i i i )  About two feet of mass ive dark grey b rown clay, usually with fine pellets 
of calcium ca rbonate. · When dry the soil cracks into blocks which may 
be broken with pressure i nto fragments with a shiny fracture and 
rounded edges .  
( iv ) B elow three to four feet  the dark grey b rown clay becomes progres s ively 
browner in  colour and diffuse a s  well as nodular  calcium carbonate i s  
usually observed. With the increase  in  the amount o f  calc ium carbonate 
the soil becomes les s mass ive and les s  tough to bore and the colour may 
change to a b rown or  to a mottled horizon with such colours a s  brown, 
grey brown, and dark grey brown being prominent. 
It may be  noted that s imilar soils occur  on the Darling Downs,  at Theodore 
and on the Ord River pla ins in  Western Australi a .  
Th i s  soil i s  very ha rd to  bore and, on  drying, cracks extensively to  a depth o f  
about two feet ; some cracks a r e  much deeper. The pla stic clay, with a swelling 
capacity of over 25 % in  many cases ,  makes a very poor foundation for roads and 
buildings .  · 
There a re three main vegetation associations on this group of soils . 
( i )  Gras sland-undulating to flatti sh  pla in country ca rrying Mitchell gras s 
(A streb la spp. ) ,  blue gras ses  (Dichanthium spp. and B othriochloa spp. ) ,  
other  gras ses  and as sociated herbs .  
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( i i )  Scrub-a fai rly thick stand of b rigalow (Acacia harpophylla ) ,  yellow 
wood ( T erminalia oblongata ) and C asuarina lepidophloia covers  some 
area s .  The soil is le s s  uniform than that  under gra s s land, being 
commonly pock marked with smal l  b rown or  red b rown patches a few 
feet, or even a few yards acros s .  It  may exhibit gilgai s  or melonholes .  
The brown patches are r i ch  in l imestone pellets on the  su rface and 
resemble in  some respects the subsoi l  normally found under the "black" 
surface at a depth of two to four feet. These b rown patches are thought 
to represent an ititia l  stage in gilgai formation and to be due to con­
vectional movements in  the soil . 
( i i i )  Woodland-flatti sh areas, l i able to flooding, carry coolabah (Eucalyptus 
coolabah ) and gra s s .  
The  ma in  a r ea s  o f  "black" clay soils observed in thi s  study are in the 
Emerald district. Here they a re formed extensively on basa lt .  Also, "black" 
clay soil s  are common in valleys where, apparently, the al luvium is of a suitable 
composition. Such occurrences are usua lly of l imited extent but there a re important 
examples of huge flood pla ins ,  such as the Condamine River pla ins  in the ·western 
Darl ing Downs ,  where these soils extend for many miles . 
Three sites were examined to represent thi s  group .  
b rigalow scrub 2 3  mi l e s  north of Emerald and the  other 
north in the �ra s s land near Chirnside.  
Two were taken in 
about 5 mi les  fa rther  
One  of the  sites in the  brigalow scrub ( U l ) was a dark  grey brown clay ; 
the other (U6 ) ,  about 1 0  yards away, was  in a b rown patch.  The p rofile in the 
gras s land near Chirnside (U 1 92 )  closely resemb led  that of the dark grey brown 
clay in the brigalow scrub ( U l ) .  
Analysis of the samplec from these p rofiles are unfortunately incomplete ( See 
Table I I I ,  page 1 7  and Table 1 of the Appendix, p age 43 ) .  The data 
available show that the p rofiles a re quite alkal ine throughout and the clay 
content i s  high.  Organic carbon i s  unexpectedly low being less  than 1 % in the 
b rigalow soils and only 1 .4 %  in the grass land type .  Nitrogen i s  only about 0. 1 % .  
Surp ri s ingly for a ba saltic soil ,  phosphate i s  exceedingly low, ranging from 0.03 2 
to 0.042 % P205-figures to be expected in a granitic soi l .  I t  will be  recalled 
that red soils on ba salt generally contained ten times a s  much phosphate .  
Calcium ca rbonate i s  observed throughout the black soil p rofi le .  In  the 
surface, it occurs in small  amounts as  pellets but increase s  with depth . It docs not 
reach la rge p roportions in the samples analysed but may be concentrated in certain 
pa rts of the subsoi l  in  some sites .  The su rface of the b rown soil  p atch i s  character­
ised by la rge pellets of calcium ca rbonate as  well a s  fine, ea rthy, calca reous materiaf 
equal to over 5 % of the soi l-similar to the amount of calc ium ca rbonate in the 
subsoil  of the adj acent "black" soi l .  This development i s  considered to be  due to· 
soi l  "convection" which results in the subsoil coming to the surface in patches .  
Gilga i s  or  crabholes form under  some conditions .  
GRO UP G.  
Greyish to brown heavy soils with melonholes or gilgais .-None of these 
soi l s  wa s examined or  sampled. The micro-rel ief i s  thought to be  due to the soi .  
"convection" mentioned above. These soi ls  are most common under b rigalow 
scrub. 
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GRO UP H. 
Brown to red brown soils, generaLLy calc'lreous in the subsoil and neutral t o  
alkaline in  reaction.-These brown to  r ed  b rown soils o f  the  dri e r  a r ea s  generally 
ca rry sc rub ( b rigalow and gidgea ,  etc . )  o r  eucalyptus woodland. Judged from 
the s ingle p rofile sampled, ( U l 0- 1 2  of Table 1 of the Appendix, page 43 ) the 
chief features a re a brown surface soil  with a soft, lumpy or crumb structu re, 
resting on a b rown to dark b rown calcareous clay. Obvious l ime accumulation 
commences at a depth of about 1 8  inches .  Texture and colour differentiation in 
the p rofile is not marked. This i s  a typical  brown pedocal and on the trave rse 
was generally ob served in the 20-3 0 inches  rai nfall belt. 
There i s  generally l ittle development of thi s  cla ss  of country except in the 
p rovi sion of fences and water suppl ies  for grazing purposes .  Reports indicate that 
the ca rrying capacity may be greatly increased-at least doubled-by ring­
barking. This appears  to constitute no hazard p rovided the country i s  ca refully 
managed to avoid soil deterioration and erosion. 
GRO UP I. 
Greyish to grey brown soils with neutral or alkaline subsoil generally 
calcareous .-None of these soi l s  was examined or sampled.  They occur in the 
same zone a s  soils of Group H and may be closely related. Note : Since thi s  paper  
went to p ress  a profile of this  type  was  examined at B iloela and observed to show 
solonetzic features . 
GROUP J.
Brown to red brown soils, formed on granite, which show profile differentiation, 
an alkaline subsoil but no obvious calcium carbonate.-These soils a re observed 
in the Charters Towers district and were cla s s ified a s  red brown earths by Prescott 
in 1 9 3 3  ( unpubl ished report ) . There are two main subgroups- ( a )  A brown 
sandy surface with a yellow b rown clayey subsoi l .  ( b )  A red b rown sandy loam 
surface with a b rownish red clay subsoi l .  The analyses of s amples from a site rep­
resenting the second subgroup ( U2 1-24) are reported in Appendix Table 1 ,  p age 
43 . As  may be expected this soil i s  low in organic matter ( a bout 1 % ) and in 
phosphate (0 .03 7 %  P205 ) . 
. This c lass  of country carr ies  a eucalyptus woodland and is used for cattlegrazmg. 
GROUP K. 
Greyish to brown soils of alluvial flats and deltas .-This  group includes a 
va riety of soil s .  In the undulating and hil ly country there a re numerous valleys .  
l a rge and small ,  with accumulations of a lluvium. In  many cases  the  soils a rc  
immature-little evidence of p rofi le development i s  observed-and the texture 
ranges from sandy to clayey. In  some areas  p rofile differentiation has occurred 
and the soi ls are of the Group A type .  Differentiation has p rogressed to th e l'X t en t  
of developing a tight clay subsoil in  many instances ; these  are usually indicated by 
box (Eucalyptus populifolia ) .  Drainage i s  poor .  In  some cases  b lack ,  delta ic  
soi ls  a re observed, for  example, north east  of Bundaberg and southwest of 
Rockhampton . No samples were taken. 
GROUP L .  
Shallow and stony soils, skeletal soils and range country .-The soils o f  much
of the range country are shallow and stony, but very variable .  Within a few feet 
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the profile may change from a foot of sandy loam on weathering rock to a s imi lar  
surface with a c lay subsoil which may exhibit  a variety of colours including grey 
and yellow. 
This country i s  used ior grazing and timber purposes .  
DISCUSSION. 
These ob servations on certain of the soi ls  of Queensland may be discussed 
from a number of angles .  The ideas  p resented a re based on limited observations 
and data but it i s  hoped that they ,,,·i l l  p romote interest in  soils and add to an 
understanding of the soi ls  of Queensland.  Many of the ideas h ave been developed 
in  the course of talks with many colleagues .  
1 .  Soils associated with laterite-GRO UP D.  
The so-called laterite soils of Austral ia h ave presented an interesting p roblem 
for many years .  It  was once thought that they were an efflorescence clue to the 
rise of sesquioxides by capi l larity, S impson ( 1 9 1 2 ) . Clarification of the position 
was greatly advanced by Prescott ( 1 93 1 )  who represented the soils as foss i l­
the product of a past  age-and now being truncated and dissected. vVhitehouse 
( 1 940 ) and Teakle ( 1 93 8 )  have pointed to the p rogress  of soi l  formation on the 
layers exposed by truncation and dissection and recently Stephens ( 1 946 ) has  
given detai l s  of recognised so i l  series associated with the  various exposed portions 
of laterite p rofiles in southern Austral ia .  
Prescott has referred to certain occurrences of  laterite a s  "res idual  pod.zols"  
and i s  supported. in h i s  concept by Stephens .  There seems l ittle j ustification for  
the term "res idual  podzol" as  two assumptions are neces sary-
( 1 )  That the soils a re the res iduals from a p revious period. 
( 2 )  That these soils were once podzol s .  
There may be,  in  fact there i s ,  strong evidence in  favour of these soi ls  being 
res iduals ; that they have pers isted for a very long time, perhaps  s ince Pliocene 
times .  Thei r cha racters will reflect in  some degree the  va rying pedogenic condi­
tions of bygone ages, but there i s  l ittle to support the theory that they were once 
podzol s .  These soils exhibit the definite features enumerated above.  Morphologic­
ally, they have l ittle in  common with true podzols except for acidity and the 
accumulation of sesquioxides in the B horizon which is unlikely to be  due to 
podzol i sa  ti on at a l l .  
The sour_ce of the sesquioxides ha s  been discussed by many workers .  The 
Mohr hypothes i s  for  the formation of laterite envi sages an in it ia l  stage involving 
the loss from the p rofile of potas s ium, sodium, calc ium and magnesium by 
hydrolys i s  and leaching. Thi s i s  followed by a second stage in which s i l ica i s  
eluviated to  be p recipitated above the  pa rent materia l .  Then follow two further  
stages in  which i ron oxide and aluminium oxide respectively are deposited by 
upward movement from the  mottled and p al l id zones ,  wh ich  a re water-logged 
owing to restricted drainage induced by the p recip itation of s i l ica . 
I s  th. ere any reason to postulate substantial upward movement from the 
pal l id zone ? Upward movement would have to be  by diffusion which is known to 
be  exceedingly slow. 
It i s  well known that ground waters a re frequently heavily cha rged with 
soluble i ron, probably ferrous bicarbonate, and exposure to air leads to the 
deposition of yellow hydrated i ron oxide, Hester and Shelton ( 1 947 ) . The ferrous 
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bica rbonate i n  the gro u n d  tvater could be  derived ( a )  from the s u rface a s  the 
leachino- waters  descend, ( b )  from remote places ,  a s  ground waters s lowly move 
lateral l� under gravity and,  ( c )  from the wate r s aturating pal l id  and mottled
zone,  where reducing conditions wil l  p reva i l .  
I ron and a l u m i n i u m  i n  solution would b e  leached downwa rd th rough t h e  
soi l  to e n r i c h  t h e  ground water,  the h e i g h t  of w h i c h  wi l l  fluctuate according t o  
the s e a sonal  ra infal l .  Deposition f r o m  the ground w ater would naturally occ u r  
m o s t  r e a d i l y  at  or  n e a r  t h e  fluctuating capi l lary fringe w h e r e  intermittent a eration 
would p romote oxidation of the ferrous ca rbonate to ferric oxide .  I ron oxide 
deposits  in  a cha racte rist ic  pattern l a rgely i n  the upper p a rt and, by some p roce s s  
but impe rfectly understood, a lumina sepa rates o u t  m o r e  freely i n  t h e  lower 
porti on of the horizon . 
It i s  i nteresting to s p eculate on the conditions under which laterite for m s .  
M o s t  w i l l  a g ree t h a t  s l ightly undulating to f latti s h  topography i s  nece s s a ry s u c h  
a s  t h a t  resu lting from s eve re land planation.  Rainfal l  must  b e  h eavy a n d ,  p rob­
ably, sea son a l .  Warm to high tem p e ratu res would seem favou rable .  Drainage 
would be  restricted and dependent l a rgely on the latera l  movement of a water 
ta ble which fluctu ated in  h e ight sea sonal ly .  
Late rite repres ents th e final  stage in soi l  seni l ity . Weathering has resulted in  
the decompos ition of many of the or ig inal  mineral  s pecies  and the bulk of the 
i m p ortant and m ore labi le  ele ments such a s  calc ium, magnes ium,  pota s s ium,  
sodium a n d  s u l p h u r  h ave been removed.  Q u a r tz, sesqu ioxide and kaol in  con­
s ti tute the  bulk of the res idue .  I t  i s  pos s ible ,  however, that some p r i m a ry 
minerals  are  p re s e rved by inclu s ion i n the m a s s  of deposited se squ ioxide s .  
T h e  q u e stion a r i s e s  a s  t o  whether late rite i s  forming today .  Dr .  Kellogg 
considers  that later ite  is now i n  the p roce s s  of formation i n  Centr a l  Africa .  Mr.  
G.  A .  Stewa rt, of th e C . S . I .R.O. ,  interp rets certain formations in  the Northern 
Terr itory of Au stral ia  a s  concurrently forming l aterite . A s ection in  al luvi al  
country n e a r  L i s more i n  Northern New South Wales  exposes  mater ia l  with 
some morp h ologica l  c h a r a cte rs s imi lar  to laterite .  
B ut the great bulk of the laterite in  Austral ia i s  ancient.  There can be no 
doubt that laterite formation comm enced a long ti me ago, p robably in  Pliocene 
time, and there is  evidence that i t  once covered a l a rge p roportion of Austral i a ,  
ccnstituting a "duricrust" ove r  much,  i f  not a l l ,  o f  the "old" o r  "G reat" Plateau 
- to exten d· J utrnn's ( 1 9 34 )  physiographic  divis ion of Western Austral ia  to oth e r  
p a rts o f t h e  continent.  It  i s  now i n  t h e  cou rse  of  truncation, di s s ection and 
cl enudati cn . The exposed s u rfaces and th e dri ft mater ia l  a re be ino- modified, a s  
far  a s  s u c h  inert mater ia l s  w i l l  respond, by cu rrent pedogenic fac�ors .  In  some
districts  these  factors  normally lead to the formation of podzolic  soi ls .  I t  i s  
d oubtful,  h owever, whethe r  even i n  such distr icts ,  the soi ls  
conta inino-
laterite 
which i s  st i l l  vi rtually intact should be  c lassed  as "lateritic podzols"  
;;. , 
worse.
"res idual  podzol s"  where they are  of a grey colou r.  Rather,  cons ide ration s b ould 
b e  given to c la s s ing such so i l s  a s  a new member of the Great Soi l  G roup s .  There 
seems no reason to i ntroduce the concept of the p odzol .  
The s ignificance of the l a ter ite  is a most i m portant q u e stion i n  the cla s s i ­
fication of the s e  s oi l s .  D r .  C. E.  Kellogg regards the late rite a s  a n  adventitious 
featu re and not a differentiating c h a racter i stic at  the great soi l  group level .  This 
opinion i s  based on ob s e rvations i n  oth e r  continents,  p a rticul a rly in  equatorial  
Africa . It  i s  difficult to accept for the Au stral ian laterites  a s  repres ented in  th e s e  
Queensland s o i l s ,  a n d ,  indeed, i n  s i m i l a r  s oi l s  in  othe r  p a rts of Austra l i a .  I t  i s  
felt th at here  t h e  laterite i s  of g r e a t  pedologic a l  s ignificance--that i t  i s  the result  
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of pedogenic factors which once operated in Australia over  a la rge proportion 
of the landscape but a re now inoperative . There is no recorded evidence in 
Australia that the laterite is merely adventitious .  It  seems worthy of recognition 
as a differentiating characteri stic at the great soil group level. 
The distribution of laterite on the Atherton Tableland i s  interesting. In no 
case was l aterite observed on the Atherton basalts .  Of course,  thi s  does not mean 
that further  search may not discover laterite on basa lt. Where examined, these 
soi ls  were invariably "reel loams" ( GROUP E ) .  Nea r  Carbeen, laterite was 
observed, the soil being of the c lass  referred to above a s  "yellow types"-subgroup 
D2• It appeared that the laterite was formed on sandstone country over which the 
ba salt flow had not extended. 
The occurence of ferruginous gravel, apparently lateritic, in the marginal ba salt 
i n  the vicinity leads to the opinion that the laterite formation p receded this basa lt 
flow and conditions in thi s  area have not subsequently been favourable for laterite 
formation-certainly not general laterite formation. 
Red lateritic types ( subgroup D1 ) are observed on basalt at many p laces in 
coastal Queensland-for instance, Tamborine, Toowoomba,  Kingaroy, Gayndah, 
and Childers .  Some p rofiles on ba salt in  the Innisfai l  area suggest incipient
laterite formation. In  fact,  the s ite sampled at Mena Creek (U 184- 19 1 )  has
features which could we l l  be  immature laterite.  Th i s  s i t e  ha s  been included in  
Group D-soils a s sociated with laterite. 
The Innisfail ,  Palmerston, Atherton Districts, with large areas of basalt 
country, offer a splendid opportunity for the study of laterite formation and dis­
tribution, and the relationship between red lateritic soi ls (Group D) and red 
loams (Group E ) .
. 2 .  The relationship between red lateritic soils of Croup D and red soils without 
laterite, or "red loams", of Croup E .-These soi l s  have many features in  common 
but the outstanding difference is  in the 'occurrence of the materi a l  laterite . Com­
pa ri sons derived from the data in the Appendix, Table 1, p p .  3 3 -42, show that both
soils a re low to exceedingly low in exchangeable metal cati ons and have been sub­
j ected to considerable leaching-probably over a long period of t ime. The presence 
of l aterite res iduals  in  some a reas  (Tamborine, Toowoomba,  Gayndah ,  Childers 
and Kingaroy ) where "red loams" soi ls ( Group E) a re general ,  suggests that the 
"red loams" commenced to form at a period subsequent to the formation of the 
laterite sheet. 
This hypothes i s  is supported by evidence from the Atherton Tableland where, 
a s  stated above, the edge of the basalt flow overlying s andstones is observed near 
Ca rbeen. Here laterite occurs on the olde r  s andstones but the normal  red soils 
without laterite appear  characteristic of the younger basa lt. Apparently the basalt 
flow was subsequent to the period of laterite formation and the red loams l ikewise,  
a re younger than the laterite. 
In a valuable �ublication oi;i the .soil groups  in the B elgian Congo, Kelloggand Davol ( 1949 ) discuss  the soils which appear  closely related to certain of the
groups described in thi s  paper .  A system of nomenclature for  tropica l  so i l s ,  based 
l a rgely on Congo experience, i s  p roposed but i s  not adopted in this paper  p ending 
furthe r  consideration of the matter .  
It  i s  suggested that the Queensland .soi l s  included in : ­
( i )  Group E1  may be  correlated with "red latosol s" ; 
( i i )  Group E2 may be  correlated with "yellow latosols" ; 
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( i i i ) Group J are related to, or may be correlated with, the "reddish  
p rair ie soils"-of Kellogg and  Davol . 
With the poss ible exception of U 1 84- 1 9 1 ,  Group . D1 , none of the soi ls  
described appears  to be  equivalent to the "earthy red latosols"  of the Belgian 
Congo. I t  i s  l ikely, however, that  the  "earthy red latosols" are closely related 
to some of the red soils a s sociated with laterite in  other  parts of Queensland, pa r­
ticula rly where there ha s  been an accumula�ion of colluvia l  mater ia l .  If this i s  so,  
a correlation with Group Di may be establi shed.
3 .  The age of the "red loams" of Group E.
It is  thought that red loam soils a re of considerable age, that is ,  they sta rted 
to form in a p revious era ,- an e ra ea rlier than the a rid period of a few thousand 
years ago .  Conditions of high rainfall would seem necessary.  This idea ar i ses  
out of the observation of a so i l  with a yellow brown c lay subsoil on basalt exposed
by Rocky Creek, a few miles north of Atherton. The soil i s  undoubtedly of recent 
origin, due to the removal of the "red loam" soil  by �he  creek. I t  is i n  sharp con­
trast with the adj acent "red loams" away from the mfiuence of the creek. Sup­
porting evidence i s  reported by Forbes ( 1 948 ) who states that, near Bacchus 
Marsh in  Victoria,  soils on the older basalt exhibit the features of the "red loam" 
p rofile while, on the younger basalt, the soils show clay segregation in the subsoi l  
l ike that of Rocky Creek.  The soi ls on younger ba salt at  B acchus Marsh are cla s sed  
a s  red  brown earth s .  Supporting evidence i s  obtained from the  soils on  the 
younger basalt at Gayndah, Queensland. 
Red loams occur very generally under rain forest but there are also rnnsider­
able a reas under eucalyptus forest or woodland. The place of the vegetation factor 
in the formation of these soi ls  is not well understood. While these soils appear  to 
form most readily on basa lt, they are also observed on granite and schist, but ap­
parently only where the vegetation and climate a re suitable .  Perhaps the time 
factor may also be important. Research i s  needed to clarify many questions .  
4. Black clay soils-Group F.
It  seems that, for the formation of these black clay soils , two condition s a re 
favourable. 
( a )  A moderate rainfall ,  of the order of magnitude of 20-3 0 inches per annum 
in the Queensland latitudes ,  with marked summer incidence.  ( See Table 
I ,  p .  4) .
( b )  Parent material rich in clay forming minerals ,  and in calcium and/or 
magnesium. In view of this ,  basalt, calcareous sandstones or shales and 
l imestone, even s e rpentine, p rovide suitable parent materia ls  e i ther in 
si tu or transported.  
Where the parent material i s  conducive, e .g .  basa ltic, black clay soils a re 
observed in the wetter areas  under a ra infall up to 40 inches per  annum­
sometimes higher .  These soils a re structurally s imilar to those of lower rainfall 
areas but the aggregates a re more stable in  water, they show evidence of more 
leaching and of the effects of restricted drainage. Calcium carbonate pellets a re 
rare or absent in the surface but there a re often many small  rounded pellets of i ron 
oxide stained with manganese oxide .  It is suggested that these black clay soils 
developed their characteri stics  in  the arid period which i s  thought to have ended 
about 4,000 years ago. In  sp ite of the subsequent increase  in  rainfall the main 
feat�res of a black clay soil have been retained but there i s  evidence of leaching of 
calcium carbonate and some structural  modifications .  
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P rofessor G. W. Robinson compares the black clay soils ( Group F )  with 
the "trop ical black clay" soils of the Transvaal  of South Africa .  Evidence from 
India indicates  that the general  features of the black cotton soi ls  or  "regur" are very 
s imi lar  to those of the Queensland black clay soi l s .  
In  1 93 9  and 1 942, two important B ulletins were  publ i shed by the  Indian 
Society of Soi l  Science .  The first, Bulletin No. 2,  gives the results  of a symposium 
on the black and red soi ls of Southern India ; the second, B ulletin No. 4, discusses 
the Base Exchange Properties of Indian Soi ls .  Contributors included J .  N. 
Mukherjee, A .  Sen ,  R. P .  Mitra, S .  P .  Raychaudhuri and B .  V. Nath . As  in 
Queensland, the contrasting black and red soi ls occur in the same districts and on 
the same rock types in India .  Generally, the black soils are on the lower levels . 
The evidence suggests that  there is a close s imi larity between the Indian and 
Queensland soils and the opinions of the Indian workers are of considerable value .  
The Indian workers appear to bel ieve that the black soi l s  of lower levels 
a re formed by the transportation of finer materials and infiltration of soluble pro­
ducts of weathering from the higher levels . The l ime moving in solution deposits 
a s  kankar in the black soi l s .  However, B. V. Nath suggests that where the two 
soils occur  s ide by side on the same pa rent material ,  transformations occur as a 
result of cl imatic changes .  Beginning with a red soil ,  transformation into a black 
soi l  occurs under intermittent conditions of a ridity and heat ; into a laterite by 
extremes of humidity and heat.  
The first explanation may be useful in  some cases but fai l s  as  a general is ation. 
Nath has suggested the important and neglected factor of t ime, which may prove 
the key. Transformations from one soil to the other-from the kaolinitic clay or 
the mixture of kaolinite and colloidal alumina of a red soil to the montmoril lonite 
of a black soi l-i s hard to believe. The picture becomes much more clear if  it i s  
a s sumed that exposure o f  the  pa rent material  by su rface denudation at different 
periods permits the initiation of soi l  formation under different pedogenic conditions.  
That exposed under one set of conditions will form a red soil ; that under another 
wil l  form a b lack soi l ,  and so on. Once - sta rted the di rection of soil formation 
i s  not readily changed and the pattern pers i sts . 
The black clay soils are among the most valuable soi ls  of Queensland for crops 
and pastu res and it i s  unfortunate they a re not more extensive.  Those of the 
Da rling Downs, once h ighly p rized grazing country, now p roduce the bulk of 
Queensland's winter cereal c rops ,  carry a very important section of the dairy 
industry, and are becoming increas ingly important for grain sorghums ,  mil lets ,  
l inseed and sunflower. Lucerne and certain introduced grasses ,  such as  Paspalum 
scrobiculatum' and Rhodes grass ,  offer p romise  a s  pasture spec ies .  
The b lack clay soi l s  of the Darling Downs and the Lockyer Val ley are rich 
in  phosphate, most samples conta ining over 0. 1 % P205. The low P205 content of 
the s amples from near Emerald (U l ,  U6 and U 1 92 )  i s  q uite unexpected and ha rd 
to expla in a s  these soils are formed on basa lt. On the Darling Downs and in the 
Lockyer Valley crops have been grown on the black clays for decades without the 
use of superphosphate-just  how long the Emerald soi ls  wil l  carry crops without 
the use of superphosphate i s  an unsolved question. 
Under cultivation black clay soils a re sub .iect to water e rosion, even on slopes 
as low as  one per cent. The ravages of erosion are pa rticula rly ins idious as  the 
effects a re often not observed until gullying develops .  Soil  conservation measures 
should be incorporated in any developmental p rogram on these rich soils to 
p reserve the ir  fertility. 
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In  other parts of the State, where the rainfall  is now regarded as too r i sky 
for agriculture, black clay soi ls are h ighly valued for their natural  grazing pastures . 
Where water i s  available the b lack clay soi ls  a re used for i rrigated crops and 
fodders .  It i s  l ikely that many smal l  and some large i r rigation p roj ects may be 
developed in the future on these  soi l s .  These heavy soils require ca reful handling 
under i rrigation. 
5. Effect of clearing and agricultural development of the red loam soils of
Group E .  
Analyses o f  the surface layer of a number of  the  red soils from the Atherton 
Tableland a re given in Table II p. 1 6 . It  i s  recognised that there are insufficient 
data to be absoiutely conclusive but the substantially lower organic ca rbon con­
tents under paspalum and maize culture appear  s ignificant. It  seems that, 
a fter removing the rain forest, the organic ca rbon content may be  about halved 
after 20 or 30 years under a paspalum sward. Under maize the loss i s  much 
greater .  Examination of the soi l  indicates that  under  paspalum or cultivation the 
crumb structure i s  greatly reduced and there  i s  some subsurface compaction. \Vhat 
factors effect these changes ? 
Dr  Kellogg emphas i sed the changed temperature conditions after removal of 
the rain forest. Under the rain-forest  canopy and with a fa ir  leaf litter the soils 
would p robably never exceed the maximum air temperature .  Accumulation of 
organic matter would be  favoured. Under grass and cultivation much higher 
soil temperatures would be  attained and thus would p rofoundly affect the accumu­
lation of organic matter, the degree and kind of microbiological  activity and the 
maintenance• of soil structure .  This i s  a very challenging soi l  p roblem. Under 
clean cultivation erosion removes the surface soil and accelerates the loss of 
organic matter. 
6 . Agricultural development prospects .
Confining attention to the black clay soils (Group F) and the brown alkaline 
soils (Group H ) ,  the opinion i s  expressed that there are great opportunities  for 
agricultu ral development by the use of drought res i stant and quick growing 
summer cereals such a s  grain sorghum. It  i s  recognised that droughts will occur 
but where the rainfall exceeds about 20 inches per  annum the summer rainfall  
wil l  genera lly be adequate to grow a crop . Early frosts are l iable to cause damage 
in some years .  The success of the Peak Downs p roject of the Queensland Briti sh  
Food Corporation p romi ses  to establ ish the  p lace  of  agriculture in  the  great 
pastoral industry of the a rea .  At p resent most of thi s  country i s  under grazing. 
B oth sheep and cattle are used. There i s  generally l ittle development except in the 
p rovi sion of fences and water suppl ies .  Reports indicate that the carrying capacity 
may be greatly increased, at least doubled, by ring-barking. 
The p roduction of summer cereals will p rovide supplementary feeds on the 
p roperties and thus avoid heavy freight and purchase of high p riced fodder on a 
sel lers '  market in drought periods .  The grain and the stubble wi l l  be available in the 
normal routine of stock feeding and enable more economical use of the rough 
grazing to be made. Where water is avai lable ,  small i rrigation p roj ects may be 
organised on suitable soi l  types .  People point to the fai lure of wheat culture in  
these  a reas  some decades ago .  With the drought res istant, summer-growing grain 
sorghum and other  millets, modern mechanical methods and new means for the 
control of pests and diseases,  the r i sk of failure i s  minimised and there i s  every 
p romi se  of succes s .  
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NOTES ON ANALYTICAL METHODS 
The methods used to obtain the analytical  data set out in Table 1 of the 
Appendix were essentially those described by Piper ( 1 942 ) .  In  the rapid method 
used for the determination of pa rticle s ize the soi l  was dispersed with sodium 
hexametaphosphate, p re-treatments with hydrogen peroxide and dilute ac id be ing 
omitted .  The amounts of the finer particles were obtained by determinations of 
the density of the suspens ions .  Organic ca rbon was determined by the Walkley 
and B lack wet oxidation method and compari son of eight results so obtained with 
dry combustion determinations on the s ame soi l s  indicated an average recovery 
factor of 76.6 % .  
Walkley & B lack value Dry Combustion 
U l O  0. 68 0:948 
U 1 4  0 . 3 8  0.499 
U49 1 . 22 1 .47 
U S S  3 . 3 0 4 .3 2 
U60 6 . S 9  8 .4 1  
U75 4.  50 S . 8 8  
US S  3 . 5 1 4 .72 
U 1 40 3 . 60 4.63 
The figures quoted are the uncorrected Walkley and B lack values except 
· where indicated. The cations in  the ammonium chloride leachate for estimation
of exchangeable cations were determined by a modification of the Lundegardh 
flame technique and exchangeable hydrogen by meta-nitro-phenol buffer method 
to pH 8 .4 .  
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Soil Group 
Location 
Virgin vegetation 
Geology 
R ainfall-inches 
Serial No. 
Depth-inches 
Colour 
Texture 
Reaction-pH 
CaC03-per cent . 
Coarse sand-per cent. 
Fine sand-per cent .  
Silt-per cent. 
Clay-per cent. 
Loss on ignition-per cent . 
Organic carbon-per cent . 
Nitrogen-per cent .  
P20s-per cent. 
APPENDI X-TABLE 1 
ANALYSES OF S OILS OF TRO PICAL QUEEN SLAND 
G ROUP A-Podzolic s · >i!s 
Danbulla-Kairi Rd . ,  neri.r 
Robson Creek , 
E ucal yptus 'voodland 
? gr anitic 
about 75 
U l 80 Ul8� Ul8:3 
0-5 1 4-20 20-28 
G YB, R B  B R&YB 
Grtt L Grt C Grt C 
6 . 1 8  5 .69  5 . 76  
- - -
45 35  
---
21 11 
---
1 6  1 5  
1 5  3 6  
6 .0  7 .2  8 . 6  
1 . 1 4  -
0.088 -
0.038 -
G R O U P  Il-(;rcy soils of poorly drained ;ire as.  
( a  solonised soil with gfoi  feature3-a m agnesium 
soloth ) 
10 mi l es north of Cardwell 
i\1elaleuca scrub o n  fl a t  
alluvium 
about 80 
U49 U50 U51 05:! U5! 
----- ---- · --- ---
0-4 4-12 12-2-1 24-32 51-70 
------ ---- ---- ---
D G  (; y  CY,  rust y G ,YB,RB G, YB 
·
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
--- -- ---- ---Grt S L  Grt SCL Grt S C  Grt SC Crt SCL 
-
--
-
- ---
:, .5 :� :J .5 :� 5 .83  6 .03 •; ,92 
-----
--· 
33 ;i ,:. 2:3 34 
----- --- ---- -
20 20 25 20 
---- ---- ---- -20 1 ;)  l G  l :J  
----
1 5  1 7  32 28 
-----
� A  4 .0  5 .8  f> .6  5 . 1 
---
1 . 4 7 * *  
0.081 
---
0 .011  
Exch angeable ions-milliequivalents per  100 grams soil 
Ca 2 .48 ( 59 )  0 . 1 5  ( 12 )  - 0.02 ( 3 )  0 . 0 3  ( 3 )  0 . 0 5  ( 2 )  - -
G R O U P  D -- Soils with laterite.  
S u b group D I-Red t ypes. 
Tram cutting- just north o f  1\!lena Creek, 
South Tnnisfail .  
Probably r a i n  forest-cle ared 
basalt 
about IGO 
U1 84  
----
0-9 
-----
B R  
----
Lt c 
5 . 60 
-
---
8 
1 2  
21 
57 
I I 1 6 4  ---
l . 85 
---
0 .166  
---
0 .202 
1.52 (6.\ )  
U186  
---
24-42 
---
B l{  
---
CL 
5 .00 
---
6 
1 0  
1 8  
(1 6  
1 2 . 9
-
0 . 1 7  (32 ) 
U188 
---
54-78 
---
B 
-- -
CL 
4.tl2
3 
10 
1 8  
67 
1 3 . 0  
-
-
0.01 ( 3 )  
UHJO 
---
114-132 
-
G B , R 
---
Lt c 
4 .86  
-
-
----
----
1 2 . l  
-
-
---- -----
Mg 1 .22 (20 ) 0 .66 ( 5:l )  - 0 .51  (6:> )  0 . 7.i ( 7 3 )  2 . 1 3  ( 8 3 )  -
----
K 0.38 ( 9 )  0 .31  (2ii ) - 0 . 1 5  ( 1 9 )  0 . 1 5  ( 1 5 )  0 . 2 3  ( 9 )  -
N a  0 . 1 2  ( 3 )  0 . 1 3  (10 ) o
_
. 1 0  ( 1 3 )  0 . 10  ( II )  0 . 1 5  1 6 )  -
Total Met. ions 4.20 1 .25  - 0.78 1 .0 2 2.56 -
Exch. hydrogen* 
Cation exch. capacity 
-11-=-1 1----=-11--=---1---=-1---=--1--=-1 -
Exch.  H as % cation Exch. capacity 
Cation Exch . capac. per 100 g m .  clay 
* Metanitrophenol method for pH 8 . 4 . * * Dry combustion figure. \\.' alkley and Black value 1 . 22 .  t Grt-gri t t y .  
-
-
-
-
-
0.62 (26 )  
0 . 1 5  ( 6 )  
I I 
0 . 10 ( 4 )  
2 . 3 9  
1 5 . 0  
- --
1 7 . 4  
8 6
1 1--=-
0 .12  (23 ) 0 . 1 0  (26 ) 
-----
O . l 4  ( 26 )  0 . 1 8  ( 4 7 )  
0 . 10  ( 1 9 ) 0 .09 (24 ) 
----
0 . 5 3  0 .38  
1 1 . 9  
--
1 2 . 4  
Sl6 
-
"° 0 
td 
« 
r 
'-' 
::r:: 
>-l \:1 
;i>-
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ANALYSIS OF S OILS OF TROPICAL QUEENSLAND - Continued 
Soil Group GROUP D--S'.)ils with laterite . Subgroup D2-Ycllow types of soil with laterite. 
Location 214 miles north of Emerald 266 miles nth. of Emerald J unction of M areeba and Chewko Roads 
Virgin vegetation spinifcx and scattered Eucalypts open Eucalyptus woodland 1 1
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Geology ? s andstone ? sandstone 
Rainfall-inches 20-25 20-25 
Seri al No.  UH U15 U16 UJS 
I 
U20 
D-10 below 36 
GB YB 
Gr LS V GrtSC 
Depth-inches 1 1�
.
6 
__ 1_':=.____, ___ - -__  1 1 ·----- I 
Colour • · � __ 2_ __ 12'.:_�2'. R 
SL SCL . SCL Texture 
-22 
Reaction-pH 5.85 5.50 6 .56  6 .55 6 . 97 
---
--- -
C aC03-per cent .  
---
-----
34 23 Co arse sand-per cent. 28 1 1------1 ------1------41 35  32 
I I 
? sandstone 
about 40 
U112 
0-5 I 
Ull4 Ul17  
------ --
H-36 48-66 
GY GY GY, R B , G , B  
----
Gr SCL V Gr SC Gr SC 
6 .61 6 .�Jl 7 .19 
----
20 22 22 
21  1 0  13  
U118  
66-72 
G, YB, RB 
tight c 
6.26 
z 0 ;.-j t"1 
(fJ 
0 
z 
(fJ 0 
H H Fine sand-per 
cent .  l l------1 ------ 1 1 1----- 1------
Sil t-per c e 1t.  10 l) 1 8 1 6  12  ----- (Ji 
---- ---- --
Clay-per cent .  14 28 35 30 48 50 
Loss on ignition-per cent . 2 .9 4 .0 fi . 7  2 . 4  4 . 6 I I  8 . 9  1 0 . 3  1 0 .7 1 0 .0 
-----
Organic carbon-per cent. 0 .409** 0 .96 
Nitrogen-per cent. 0 .032 0.077 
- -
0.005 0.099 P205-per cent. . . 
ll 1 -----1----1 1- I II I I 1----
Exchangeable ions-millicquivalents per 100 grams soil 
Ca 
Mg 
K 
0 .79  (51 ) I I 2.02 (45 )  
0 .47 (30 ) 2 . 11  ( 4 7 )  
o .rn  ( 12 )  0.10  ( 2 )  
-----------
-
- - ·---1 1---- ----- ·---
N a  0 . 10 ( 7 )  - 0 . 2 8  ( 6 )  ---- ---- -· --11----
Total Met. ions 1 . 5 5  •1 . 5 1  
5 .36 (59)  
3 .38 (37) 
0 .22 (3 ) 
0.10 (1 ) 
---
-
D.06 - -- --- 1 1 ---1 I II 1-----11----
Exch. hydrogen 
2 .63 (34 )  l .��  ( J  7 )  
4 . 6 4  (61 ) 5 . 76 ( 76 )  
0 .10  ( 1 )  0 . 10  ( l )  
-
-
-
- - --
0 .29 ( 4 )  0 . ! 5  ( 6 )  
7 .66 7 .60 
-----
______ , _____ , ----- ---
C ation exch. capacity 
E xch. H as % cation Exch. capacity 
·------ --- I I I 1 ----.1 1 --- - 1 - ---1 1 --
cation Exch. Capac. per 1 00 gm. clay 
* *  Dry combustion figure. Walkley and Black value 0.38. t Gr-gravelly. 
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ANALYSIS OF S OILS OF TROPICAL QUEENSLAND-Continued 
Soil Group . . GROUP E-" Red loams " and related soils. Subgroup E l  (h )-high rainfall-red soils. 
Location Society Flat, Kirrama Range Society Flat, Kirrama Range, Cardwell (see U35 } Depot, Kirrama Range, Cardwe1l 
Virgin vegetation rain forest rain forest Euc alyptus forest 
Geology granite basic segregation in granite granite 
Rainfall-inches about 80 about 80 about 80 
Serial No . . . U25 U27 U29 U30 U31 U32 
--- ------ --- ----
-
--
Depth-inches 0-3 1 2-39 5 4-70 0-3 3-6 6-27 
---
-
---
Colour DGB Brt B DB DRB RB B R  
----
---- ---
Texture L SCL CS & grit CL SCL SC 
---
----
Reaction-pH 6 .47  5 . 12  I 5 . 60 5 . 1 7  5 . 6 4  5 . 40 
----- -
--- --
CaC03 -per cent. 
-- -
- -
Coarse sand-per cent. 38 28 40 40 37 
--- -
Fine sand-per cent. 29 3 1  1 9  1 9  1 5  
-
-- --
Silt-per cent. 20 12 19 1 5  15  
----- - - -- -
1 8  
1 6 . 9  
Clay-per cent .  
Loss on ignition-per cent. 
10 2 7  
12 .0  6 . 8  1- 4 . 5  
24 31  
--- -
-
1 1 . l  1 2 . l  
----
--
3 .50  
0 .322 
Organic carbon-per cent. 
Nitrogen-per cent. 
3 .48  
0 .284 I 0.048 --- --0 . 1 4 1  
P20s -per cent. . . 0.063 0 .070 
Exchangeable ions-milliequivalents per 100 grams soil 
Ca  
Mg 
K 
N a  
Total M e t .  ions 
E xch. hydrogen 
Cation exch. capacity 
E xch. H as % cation E xch. capacity 
Cation E xch. Capac. per 100 gm. clay 
1 3 .88 ( 7 4 )  
4 . 19  (22 )  
--
-0 .56  ( 3 )  
0 . 1 5  ( 1 )  
18 .78  
0 .02 (3 )  4 . 3f>  ( 6 3 )  0 . 10  ( 1 2 )  
0 .29 ( 5 3 )  2 .05 ( 3 0 )  0 . 5 1  (63 )  
--� 
0 . 1 7  (31 ) 0 .29 ( 4 )  0 . 1 0  ( 1 2 )  
0 . 0 7  ( 1 3 )  0 .21  ( 3 )  0 . 1 0  ( 1 3 )  
0 . 5 5  6 . 90 0 .81  
16 .2  7 .3  
23 .1  8 . 1  
7 0  9 0  
26 
"" 
'"' 
Soil Group 
Location 
Virgin vegetation 
Geology 
Rainfall-inches 
Serial No .  
Depth-inches 
Colour 
Texture 
Reaction-pH 
CaC03-per cent .  
Coarse sand-per cent. 
Fine sand-per cent .  
Silt-per cent. 
Clay-per cent .  
Loss  on ignition-per cent. 
Organic carbon-per cent. 
Nitrogen-per cent .  
P205-per cent.  
Exch angeable ions-milliequivalents per 100 grams soil 
Ca 
Mg 
K 
N a  
Total M e t .  ions 
Exch. hydrogen 
Cation exch. capacity 
E xch. H as % cation Exch .  Capacity 
Cation Exch. Capac. per 100 gm. clay 
ANALYSIS OF SOILS OF TROPICAL QUEENSLA ND-Continued 
G ROUP E-" Red loa!Ils " and rel ated soils. S ubgroup E l (h )-High rainfall-red s oils. 
1 mile east of Depot, Kirrama R ange 
Rain forest 
----
? granite 
---
about 80 
U44 
0-4 
-
-
G B  
G r t  S C L  
5 .22  
-
- · -
-
42 
1 3  
-
--
22 
------
1 7  
1 1 . 9  
-
---
3 .26 
--
0.296 
--
0.041 
- -
1 . 5 3  (33 ) 
2 .45  (53 )  
- ---
0.44  ( 1 0 )  
0 . 1 8  ( 4 )  
4 .60 
U46 U48 
1 1-27 4 5-66 
--- -
-
---
RB-BR B R & Y  
Grt C Grt C-
dee. rock 
- - - -- -
5 . 1 6  5 . 2 8  
· ----
- -
---
1 8 
10 
--
22 
-
46 --1--
10 .6  7 . 7  
--
-
-- ---
0.01 ( I ) 
0.45 (58) 
--- -
0.22 (28) 
0.10 (13) 
. 0 .78  
Palmerston Road.  1 5  miles from 10 chains from Toll G ate-Gillies 
Highway lnnisfail 
-
Rain forest-in lantana on roadside Rain forest-cleared-now under 
wild tobacco and A geratum 
probably b asal t 
over 100 
U55 U57 
---
-
0-6 1 5-48 
---
RB RB 
CL CL 
5.30 5 . 1 8  
2 2 
1 4  1 8  
3 6  2 8  
45 50 
21 .4  1 7 . 4  
4 .32**  
0 .306 
2 .34  (56 )  0 .23 (32 ) 
1 . 4 1  ( 3 4 )  0 .21  ( 2 9 )  
0 .33  ( 8 )  0 . 1 0  ( 1 4 )  
0 . 10  (2 ) 0 . 18  (25 ) 
4 . 1 8  0 . 7 2  
-
--
---
23 .1  1 3 . 1  
2 7 . 3  1 3 . 8  
- -- -
85 95 
--- --
28 
probably basalt-�ranite ne<lr by 
55 
U59 I U60 U62 U64 
------
---
64-87 0-6 1 6-36 54-75 
----- ------ ---- -----
B to DGB rich R B  B R  B R  
----- ----
CL c CL CL 
- ---
5 .02 5 .08 4 .85 5 .01 
4 
-
--- -
1 5  1 7  1 0  
36 24 10 
--
-
41 56  71 
�1 1 24 .8  1 3 .8  
--
12. 4  
- - --- - --------
8 .41  * *  
--
0.559 
--
0.225 
- ---
--
--
1 .50 (42 )  0 .01  (2 ) 
----- ----
1 . 40 (39 )  0 .26 ( 54 )  
0 . 4 4  ( 12 )  0 . 10  (21 ) 
-
---
--
---
0.23  ( 7 )  0 . 1 1  (23 )  
3 . 5 7  0 . 4 8  
** Dry combustion figure. \1Valkley a n d  Black v alues 3.30 a n d  6 . 5 Q .  
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ANALYSIS OF SOILS OF TROPICAL QUEENSL >\NO-Continued 
Soil Group G H. O U P  E-" Red loams " and related soils. Subgroup E l (h )-High rainfall-red soils 
Location 
Virgin vegetation 
Geology 
Rainfall-inches 
Serial No.  
Depth-inches 
Colour 
Texture 
H.eaction-pH 
CaC03 -per cent. 
Coarse s and-per cent. 
Fine sand-per cent. 
Sil t-per cent. 
Clay-per cent. 
Loss on ignition-·�per cent. 
Organir: r.arbon-per cent. 
Nitrogen-per cent. 
P205-per cent. 
Exch angeable ions-milliequivalents per 100 grams soil 
Ca 
Mg 
K 
N a  
Total Met. ions 
Exch. hydrogen 
C ation exch. capacity 
Exch. H as % cation Exch. capacity 
Cation Exch.  Capac. per 100 gm. cl ay 
* * Dry combustion figure. \�'alkley and Black value 3 .60.  
Topaz Road,  B ooni ee 
R ain fort.st 
basalt 
100 
U66 
0-3 
B 
C L  
4 . 9 7  
1 5  
21  
32 
27 
32.0 
8 . .10 
0 . 790 
4.43 ( 5 7 )  
2 .56  (33 )  
0 .64  ( 8 )  
0 . 2 0  ( 2 )  
7 .83 
UG!J 
20-28 
B 
Lt C or C L  
5 . H  
-
10 
3 1  
f>6 
l [d) 
0 . 1 2  ( l G )  
0 .27  ( 3 7 )  
0 . 1 1  ( 1 5 )  
0 . 2 3  (3" )  
0 .73  
J .  R .  Soley-B utcher Creek 
Rain forest-cleared-paspalum 
basalt 
100 
U70 Ul33 
· -----
2s-:io 0-6 
B RB 
CL CL 
5 .05  5 .62 
-
------
1 5  
28 
32 
20 
�1 1 24 8 
4 . 80 
----
0.46;) 
0 .331 
---
2 . 5 1  ( ii 4 )  
1 . 69 ( 36 )  
0 .26  ( 6 )  
0 . 1 9  ( 4 )  
4 . 6 5  
U l 3 6  U1 39  
---- ------
33-5 4  
D R B  
CL to C 
5 .44  
10 
43 
45 
22.8 
-
-
-
0 . 1 5  (38 )  
0 .05  ( 1 2 )  
0 .05 ( 1 2 )  
0 . 1 5  ( 3 8 )  
0 .40 
100+ 
B 
-----
LC 
5 . 1 0  
1 7 . 4  
-
----
-
-
-
-
· ----
near G ardner Ck.  on B utcher Ck.  R<l . 
R ain forest-cleared-paspalum 
basalt 
about 80 
U l 40 U142 U1 45 
---· 
0-6 1 9-36 86-96 
----
R B  L B R  B - -- ---
Hy CL H y  CL Hy CL 
5 .93 [) .76  5 . 14  
----- -
20 10 
30 1 5  
41  70  
1 7 . 2  1 5 . 7  115.7 ---
4 .63**  
--
0. 390 
---
0 . 3 1 4  
3 .48  ( 5 3 )  1 . 6 4  ( 0 6 )  
2 .22 (33 )  (l .51  (20 ) 
0 .83 ( 1 3 )  0 .25  ( 1 0 )  
0 . 10  ( 1 )  0 . 10  ( 4 )  
1---
6.63 2 .50 
---- --
20.5 10.5 
27 .1  13 .0 
76 81  
1 9 
"" .... 
ttl 
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Soil Group 
Location 
Virgin vegetation 
Geologv 
R ainfall-inches 
Serial No. 
Depth-inches 
Colour 
Texture 
Reaction-pH 
CaC03-per cent. 
Coarse sand-per cent. 
Fine sand-per cent .  
Silt-per cent. 
CJ a v-pcr cent. 
L oss on ignition-per cent. 
Nitrogen-per cent. 
ANALYSIS OF S OILS OF TROPICAL QUEENSLAND-Continued 
G R O U P E-" Red loams " and related soils. Subgroup El (h )-Hjgh rainfall 
2 miles south Malanda 
Ra in  forest 
basalt 
about 70 
Ul46  Ul48 U 1 50 
--- -- · --- ----
0-6 1 2-30 57-56 
--- ----- ----
RB B R  B R  
---
-----
--
-
CL Lt c Lt C-dee. rock 
5 . 6 !  5 .43  5 .08 
--
---
--
5 miles south of A therton 
R ain Forest-cleared-m a ize 
b asalt 
about 55  
Ul51 Ul53 U155 
----
----
-----
0-7 30-o.i 92-100 
----
---- ---
D RB B R  B 
----
-
--- - ---
CL CL CL 
6 .3.1 5 .3� 4 .62  
Danbulla-near Emerald Creek Fork 
Rain Forest 
�ranite 
ahout 75 
U156 Ul:\8 1.JJ60 
0-6 1 6-30 72-96 
DB RB pinkish Y R 
SL SCL SC 
5 .05  5 .09 5 .4.1  
z 0 >-l tn 
(J) 
0 
z 
8 
----- 1 1  
--
, 
(J) 
---
-- 1-----1----11------1----1----11  I :: - - - __ -___ 
- � 
- (J) 
----- --
12 32 
1 9  28 1 1  1 8  
-
--
--
26 
--- --
3 1  
---
26.9 --
--
-- - -
. 
------
1 7  
------
69 
--
----
1 6 . 2  
--
---
-·-- 1------
------
-----
-
-----
5 . 3  
--
----
-----
--26 1 6 
--
4n 7 ,1 
---
1 5 . 9  1 1 . 8  
--
2 .21  
----
5 . 3  
1 8  1 4  
2 0  1 32 
1 4 . 3  
0 'rj 
() 0 
>­
(J) >-l >-
��2- 1--�--- 1-- 1 1-=� 
0.450 - - 0.410  P20s-per cent. l l-----l----l---- -l l----l-----1----11----- 1----1--·--
" 
() 
E xch angeable ions-millieq uivalents per 100 grams soil 
c r-1 
tn 
z 
(J) C a  3 . 8 4  ( 5 7 )  0 . 3 8  (.11 ) 6 .32 ( 6 1 )  ---- -----
M g  2 . 0 3  ( 3 0 )  0 .35  ( 3 7 )  2 .37  ( 2 '3 )  
-----
K 0.65  ( 1 0 )  0 . 0 5  ( 5 )  1 . .1 9  ( 1 4 )  -----
N a  0 . 23 ( 3 )  0 . 1 6 ( 1 7 )  - 0 .22 (2 ) --- ---
Total Met.  ions 6 . 7 5  0 .94  10 . .10 
·-- -
--
--
Exch. hydrog-en 
Cation exch. capacity 
E xch. H as % cation E xch. C apacity 
Cation Exch. Capac. per 1 00 gm. clay 
0 .83 ( 47 )  2 .35  (62 )  
--- � 
0. .1.1 ( 2 5 )  1 .06  ( 2 8 )  
-----
o .:rn ( H J )  0 .25  ( 7 )  
----
0 . 1 6  ( 9 )  0 .10  ( ;J )  
--
--
---
1 .  76 3 . 7 6  
22 . 1  
-----
25 .9  
- --
8;) 
0 .25  (46 )  
0 . 10  (18 )  
- -
0.10  ( 1 8 )  
0 .10  ( 1 8 )  
--
0 . 5 5  
1 0 . 9  
--
1 1 . .1 
--
96 
36 
l' >­
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ANALYSIS OF S O I L S  OF TR O ? I C \L Q U E E "1 3 L \'I D-Continued 
Soil Group G ROUP E-" Red loams " and related soils. Subgroup E l (h )-High. rainfall 
Location 
Virgin vegetation 
Geology . .  
R ainfall-inches 
Serial No. 
Depth-inches 
Colour 
Texture 
Reaction-pH 
CaC03-per cent. 
C oarse sand-per cent. 
Fine sand-per cent .  
Silt-per cent. 
Clay-per cent. 
L oss on igniti on-per cent .  
Organic carbon-per cent. 
Nitrogen-per cent. 
P20s-per cent. 
D anb ulla-Robson Creek Camp 
(cl assification provisiona I )  
Eucalyptus woodl and 
granite 
75 
Ul67  Ul69 Ul72 
--- ----- ---
0-5 1 2-30 72-90 
DGB D B R  Orange 
SL-SCL SCL SL 
---
----- -
--
5 .36  5 . 7 6  ;) .63 
37  30  
---- -
-
-- -- ---
23 23  
1 4  7 -
---- --- ----
23 40 
10.9 6 . 4  5 . 7  
----
2 . 7 7  
--- ---- ----
0 . 1 83 
0.060 
Exchangeable ions-milliequivalents per 10,0 grams soil 
C a  0 . 6 5  (38 )  0 . 10  ( 6 )  -
Mg 0 .79  ( 4 7 )  l . 3 5  (82 ) -
---- ---- ··----
K 0 .15  ( 9 )  0 . 10  ( 6 )  
N a  0 .10  ( 6 )  0 . 10  ( 6 )  
--- -----
Total Met. i ons . .  1 .69 1 .65 
----- ----- -----
Exch. h ydrogen -
----- ----- ----
C ation exch. capaci ty -
----
Exch.  H as % cation Exch. C ap acity - -
-
------- -----
C ation Exch. C apac.  per 100 gm. clay - - -
** Dry combustion figure. Walkley and Bl ack value 4.50 .  
D anbulla-on Emerald Creek Road 1 . 8  miles north Atherton 
R ain forest-sample from roa<:l cutting Rain forest 
granite ? basalt 
---
about 75  about 50  
Ul73  Ul74 \J l  75 Ul78 U75 U78 USO 
0-8 8-14 1 4-24 76-94 0-6 27-48 84-144 
--- --- ----- -
GYB YB YB & B  R , Y, Pink DRB D RB B R  
--- ---
Grt Gr SL · G rt Gr CL Grt Gr C Grt C CL c c 
---
-----
-
4 .86 4 .98 5 .02 4 .99 7 . 10  7 .07  6 .96  
43 36 39  3 3 
---- -
13 14 1 2  1 5  9 
\) 18 1 7  41) 1 6  
-
-
--
--
--
---
-
2U 28  28 38 71 
---- ---- ----
2 1 . 5  1 7 . 6  1 7 . 2  10 . 2  20.2 1 1 . 5  1 1 . 6  
-----
4 . 1 9  - 5 .88** 
-
-
--
--
--
- --
0.294 - 0 . 536 
0 .059 
0 .54  (:l7)  0 .03  ( 1 2 )  2 8 . 4 5  ( 7 7 )  3 .60  (68)  
----- - --- ---- ----- ---- ----
0 .62  (42 )  0 .05  ( 19 )  - 6 .74  ( 1 8 )  1 .02 ( 1 9 )  
----- ----
-----
-
-
-
-
0 . 20 ( 1 4 )  - 0.05 ( 1 9 )  - 1 . 4 2  ( 4 )  0 . 5 \J  ( 1 1 )  
0 . 1 0  ( 7 )  - 0 . 1 3  (50 )  0 . 1 6  (1 ) 0 . 13  ( 2 )  
1 . 46 0 .26  36 .77  5 .43  
-
-
-
-
-
---
-
---- ---- ----- --
-- - 8 . 6  5 . 2  
-----
-
---- --
-
- -
---- ---- --
4 o . 4  10 .6  
----
-
---- ----- ----- ---- -
l!l 49 
-
-
--
- - - 1 5  
2 .2  m i s .  nth .  Atherton 
Rain forest 
b a-salt 
---
about 50 
U81 
---
0-6 
---
DRB 
---
CL 
·----
6 .62  
6 
-
---
24 
---
40 
----
30 
1 1  23 .2  
5 .97  
0 .613  
----
0 .437  
- --
34 .36 (84 )  
---
4 .89  ( 1 2 )  
·---
1 . 4 1  (2� ) 
---
0 . 1 5  (� ) 
--
-
40.81 
U83 
---
14-28 
---
DRB 
---
c 
--
7.04 
4 
---
18 
--
-
30 
---
44 
1 2 . 3  
--
-
-- -
7 .85  (76 )  
---
1 .66 ( 1 6 )  
--
0 .72  ( 7 )  
---
0 .10  ( 1 ) 
--
10 .33  
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ANALY SIS OF SOILS OF TROPICAL QUEENSLAND-Continued 
Soil Group GROUP £-" Red loams " and related soils. Subgroup E l (l )-Low rainfall 
Location 1 mile south Mapee Ma pee 1 . 1  miles south Carbeen 
Virgin vegetation E ucalyptus woodland E ucalyptus woodland Eucalyptus woodland 
Geolo�y . · b asalt b as alt b asalt 
R ainfall-inches less than 50 less than 50 about 40 
Serial No. U85 U87 U89 U92 U94 U96 U98 
Depth-inches 0-6 9-23 60-102 0-6 20-36 0-6 19-83 
--
-- ----
Colour DRB D B.B RB DRB BR DRB B R  
----
-----
TCxture L c c L c L c 
----
----
Reaction-pH 6 .53  6 .25  5 . 7 7  6 . 0 9  6 .41  6 .21  6 .29 
--- - ----
CaC03-per cent . -
-
-
--- -----
Coarse sand-per cent. Q 2 4 4 2 
- ---
Fine sand-per cent. 1 1  2 4  12  
----- ---- ------ ----
Silt-per cent . . . 42 27  3.i 26 32 2 1  
----
--
---- ----
Clay-per cent. 28 58 38 5 4  38 65 
---
----
Loss on ignition-per cent. 1 7 . 2  13 .3  6 . 6  1 5 . 1  1 1 . 4  1 3 .4  1 1 . 4  
-
---- ---
Organic carbon-per cent. 4 .7:!- * *  LO 
--
Nitrogen-ner cent. 0 .257 55 
:24 
E xchangeable ions-milliequivalents per 100 grams soil 
Ca 1 1 . 8 1  ( 6 1 )  7 . 0 9  ( 7 2 )  7 . 79 (65 )  7 .84  (61 ) 2 .72  (49 )  
Mg 4 . 4 3  (23 )  2 . 1 9  (22 )  : U 5  (26 )  3 . 5 8  (28 )  2 . 1 7  (39 ) 
----
K 2 .85  ( 1 5 )  0 .47  ( 5 )  0 . 9 5  ( 8 )  - 1 .32 (10 )  0 . 5 0  ( �l )  
--- -
N a  0 . 11  ( 1 )  0 . 1 5  ( 1 )  0 .  1 5 ( 1 )  - 0 . 1 5  ( 1 )  0 .  1 3 ( 3 )  
----
Total Met. ions rn.20 9 .90 12 .04 - 12 .89  5 . 52  
-------
E xch. hydrogen 
--- ---
Cation exch. capacity 
Exch. H as % cation E xch. C apacity 
Cation E xch. Capac. per 100 gm. clay 
* * Dry combustion figure . Walkley and Black value 3 . 5 1  
z 0 ,.., trJ 
[fJ 
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Soil Group 
Location 
Vlrgin vegetation 
Geology 
Rainfall-inches 
Serial No. 
Depth-inches 
Colour 
Texture 
Reaction-pH 
CaC03 
Coarse sand-per cent. 
Fine sand-per cent. 
Silt-per cent. 
Clay-per cent. 
Loss on ignition-per cent . 
Organic carbon-per cent . 
Nitrogen-per cent. 
P20s-per cent. 
ANALYSIS OF S OILS OF TROPICAL QUEENSLAND-Continued 
GROUP E-" Red loams " and related soils . Subgroup El ( l )-Low rainfa�l GROUP E-" Red loams " and related 
soils. Subgroup E2-Yell0\vish soils 
1 mile west of Chewko 
X Road 
north of Carbeen 
Eucalyptus woodland 
basalt 
about 40 
Ul09 U l l l  
---- ---
0-6 10-30 
---
---
DGB Brt BR 
---
-
-
-
-
CL c 
-
--
-
--
6.86 6.90 
---- --
--- --
1 7  10 
18 1 4 
---
-
--
26 24 
----- --
37 40 
-------
10 .9 10 . 1 
-------
1 . 59 
0 . 1 13 
0.353 
8.! miles south I\lareeba­
jnst south of Jump�up 
Eucalyptus woodland 
basalt 
about 40 
0123 U l 2 4  Ul26 I 0-6 6-18 -�=� -----DRB DRB R 
- - -----
==�7
- 1 
CL c 
-----
fi.74 6.43 
11 8 
- -
-
-
--
-----
1 5 8 
- ----------
27 16 
--- ---- -----
<}6 66 
---- ----- -----
1 1 . 2 10 . 7 10 .7 
-
--
----- -----
1 .62 
--- ----
-----
0 . 1 14 
--------
----- 1 0.249 
3 ch . east of Ca.rbeen Siding 
evidence of latcrite 
Society Flat, Kirrama Ra. , Cardwell 
classification provisional 
Eucalyptus woodland 
basalt 
about 40 
lJJ0 4  U106 
---- ----
0-2 6-16 
--
-
--
DGB RB 
----- -----
CL c 
----- -
--
--
6.53 6 .70 
15 1 1 
----- --
20 12 
------
'29 1G 
----- --
:3� 60 
----- --
13 . 2 10 .5 
-----
-
-· 
2 .65 
--
0 .194 
---·· 
0 .534 
Eucalyptus woodland or forest 
alluvium in granite country 
over 80 
lJ108 U35 
-
----
over 30 0-6 
BR BG 
= 
:.51 I I :
r
7:C
L 
46 
----
24 
---
17 
-----
10 
--
-
10 .
_
7 -1 1-�-
l .89 
--
O . l l !J  
0.038 
---
U37 U38 
----
16-3() 42-60 
---
-- ---
-
GYB&rusty DYB to G 
------ --
Gr SC clayey grit 
5 .41 5 . 40 
24 
26 
-
] 7 
-
32 
-
-
6 .8 I 4 .4 
Exchangeahle ions-mill ieqnivalents per 100 grams soil 
Ca 10 .61 (69) 3 .45 (59 ) 9.21 (62) 3.!J4 [55) 12.5 (62) 5.86 (52 ) 2 .21 (53 ) 0.01 (2 ) 
--
-
-
---- ---- -- -- ---- - ----- ---- ----
Mq 3.54 (23 ) 1 .65 (28 ) 3 .92 (26) 2 . 1 7 (30) 5.63 (28 ) 4 . 19 (37 ) 1 .50 (36 ) 0.31 (51 ) 
--
-- ----- ---
-
----
K 1 .03 (7 ) 0.58 (10 )  1 .39 (9) 0.92 (13) 1 .75 (9  I 1 .08 (9 ) 0 .34 (9 ) O . l !J  ( 3 1 ) 
---- ----- - - --- ---- �--- ----
Na 0 . 1 0 ( 1 ) 0 . 16 (3 ) 0 .3!J (3 ) 0 . 19 (2 ) 0.28 (1 ) 0.20 (2 ) 0 .10 (2 ) 0 .10 ( H l )  
---- ----- ---- ---- --------· ---- ----
Total Met. ions . . 15 .?.8 5 .84 14 .91 7 .22 20 .2 11 .38 4.15 0.61 
---- --
Exch, hydrogen H.3 6 .4 
Cation exch . capaci ty 24 .6 1 2 . 2 
--- - --
Exch. H as % cation Exch. Capacity :18 fi9 
-
-
-- --
Cation Exch. Capac. per 100 grn . clay 2:j 
� 00 
tJ:I 
'<: 
� 
<--; 
� 
,.., tI1 
>­
� t-< tr1 
Soil Group 
L ocation 
Virgin vegetation 
Geology 
Rainfall-inches 
Seri al No.  
Depth-inches 
Colour 
Texture 
Reaction-pH 
CaC03-per cent. 
Coarse sand-per cent .  
Fine sand-per cent. 
Silt-per cent. 
Clay-per cent. 
Loss on ignition-per cent. 
Organic carbon-per cent.  
Nitrogen--per cent. 
P205-per cent. 
ANALYSIS OF SOILS GF TROPICAL QUEENSLAND-Continued 
GROUP E-" H.cd lo ams " and related soils. Snb group E2-Yellowish soi ls. 
8 ch . west of C arbeen Siding 
evidence of laterite 
E ucalyptus woodland 
basalt? 
about 40 
UlOO U102 
----
0-5 H-27 
- --- ----
DGB YB 
-----
CL fine Gr C Ji ne Gr 
----
6 .80 6 .+8 
---- ---
-
----- --
18  8 
south-west of Topaz 
R ain forest  
scbist ----
about 150 
Ul27 lJl28 
---- ----· 
0-4 4-14 
---- -----
DYB YB to B 
----- ----
FSL F S L  
---- ----
4 .32  4 .64 
1 7  1 4  
Danbulla-2 � miles south Emerald Ck.  Fork 
Eucalvptus woodland-cl-::: ared-paspalum 
? granitic 
;:i bout 75 
Ul30 Ul31 Ul61 U163 U165 
---- --
24-36 :36-5 4  0-6 1 6-26 5!J-96 ---- -·----
BR & Or B BR, Or B ,  Y G YB to Lt Y Purp.  R 
FSCL FSCL SCL SCL c 
---
4 .79  4 . 86 5 .90 5 .94  5 .09  
---- ---
-
---
1 2  4 8  42 
----- --- I --I II I I I II 1---- -1------18 ------
31 
-----
29 
-----
1 2 . 9  
---
2.29 
--
0 . 1 7 7  
0 .305 
8 
---
1 6  
---
65 
-
1 2 . 3  
46 46 
---
1 5  
---
26 I 23 - ---- -- ----1 2 . 2  7 . 1  ---- -----
4 .87  
--
0 .3 -17 
0 .07fl 
39 
--
22 
--
25  
5 . 3  
1 1  1 3  
--
1 6  1 8  
---- -- --
22 26 
----- -
4 . 5  1 0 . 5  6 . 6  6 . 3  
--
2.49 
--
0.228 
0 .0-13 
l ------ 1 1-- ---l··----1----- -1------ 1 1------1---.---- 1 -----
Exchangeable ions-milliequlvalents per 100 grams soi l  
C a  
Mg 
K 
N a  
Total Met. ions 
15 .0  ( 6 4 )  
------
4 .61  (46 )  0 .02. ( 2 )  0 .01  ( 3 )  - 3 . 5 2  ( 6 \J )  1 . 1 0  (53 ) 
----- -----
4 .99 (50 )  0 .ii8  ( 5 7 )  - 0.05 ( 1 5 )  - 1 . 27 (25 ) 0 .68  ( 3 3 )  
------1 1  1------ ------ ----- ---- ----- ----- 1------
6 .84  ( 30)  
1 .25  (5 )  
----
-
0.23 (1 ) 
------
23.3 
0 .21  (2 )  0 .27  (27 ) - 0.10  ( 30 )  0 . 2 2  ( 4 )  0 . 1 6  ( 8 )  
---- ------ ----- ---- ---
0 . 2 1  ( 2 )  o . 1 4  ( 1 4 )  - 0 . 1 7  ( n 2 )  0 . 1 3  ( 2 )  0 . 1 2 (6 )  
---- ---- ---- ---- ----
10.02 1 :01  0 . 3 3  - 5 . 1 4  2 . 0 6  
___ _______ __________ , ,  ________ , ____ ____ 1 1------1 ------ 1------1-------1 1  , _______ , ______ _ 
E xch. hydrogen 
Cation cxch. capacity 
E xch. H as % cati;:m E xch. Capacity 
Cation Exch.  Capac. per 100 gm. clay 
z 0 .., 
[Tl 
(fJ 
0 
z 
(fl 0 
H r (fl 
0 'TJ 
() 0 > 
(fl 
.., > r 
ID 
cj trl trl 
z 
(fl r > 
z 
0 
<>-' "' 
ANALYSIS OF SOILS OF TROPICAL QUEENSL AND-Continued 
Soil Group GROUP F-Black clay soils 
Location 23 miles north Emerald 
Virgin vegetation Brigalow scrub 
Geoloi;v . .  basalt 
R ainfall-inches 25 
Serial No.  U3 U5 
Depth-inches . . . . . . . . 0-3 12-43 1 62-87 
B 
23 miles I I Chirnside-28 miles north north Emerald Emerald 
Brigalow scrub I I  grassland 
b asalt I I  basalt 
25 I I  25 
U6 
0-3 
D B  
us 
1 5-39 
DB 
Ul92 
0-4 
DGB 
Ul94 
I 
U197 
14-36 66�78 
DGB I LB-B-Olive 
GROUP H-Brown heavy 
soils 
130 miles north Emerald 
brigalow scrub 
? allnvial or drift 
20-25 
U J O  Ull U l 2  
·--
-----
0-7 7-18 1 8- 48 
--
----
B B D B  
GROUP J-Red brown 
earths 
20 miles north-east Ch arters 
Towers 
Eucalyptus woodland 
granite 
25 
un U23 U24 
0-3 1 3-19 24-33 
----
B B R  R R  
--- -- ---- , ,-�--1--·----· ·-· -··---· --
Colour -.-. --.-- --�
---
. . 
---
.
-
. 
- -
DGB
-
1
-
D
GB-l--·--l l---1---11--. -1----1-
z- -e:-1-----1 1----1---ll----l- --l----ll  1---1-- -1 1 1----1 --Texture c c c c c c 
- 1 - -
Grt C Grt C Grt C SL SC SC 
-------------- ----11-- ---1 ---1-----1 1---1---11---1----
Reaction-pH 
CaC03-per cent. 
8 .88 8 .78 
1 .03 I 10 .4 
·----- 11 1-�::_1
-��-
1
1-
8
.
74 
1
-�
1
1 -�_:_1----1-
1 .20 4.77 5.17 5.31 0.49 
7.91 
0 . 17 
7 .06 
------------ 1 1  I l---ll--l---11--1--1-----ll I 
Coarse sand-per cent. 1 2  1 7  29  
---
--
-
-----
8 .31 8 .77 6 . 89 7 . 16 8.03 
--
---- ----- -
4 .61 .02 
24 I 30 20 
.... 0 
b:I 
'< 
r< 
Fine" sand-per cent. 
Silt-per cent. 
16 l l----l----1--11--1--11---1---l----ll---l--l--
�
1
-=----
1 1
�1_
-
1
�
9
-1
-
-=-
-- � 
19 14  2 2  28 
1 2  - 11 14  - ::r: 
52 59 -
4�
-
1-= 
-
1
1
-= 1
-
--==
-
1
-
-==-11
-
3
: 
- 1--
1 1 2  
�8  I - 11 17 I 46 I -
5.7  I 6 . 7  I I  4 . l  I 8 .5 I 4 . 5  
- l lu
--l
-
s.z-
-
l
-
�o
--
l l
-
�4
-
0.2 
-
;;:-4
-
s:;;-- 11 .R -u--1-' -
1
- 1 1  1 
Clay-per cent. 
Loss on ignition-per cent. 
------------------11-----1----l----l l----l----ll----l---l------ll I 1---
Organic carbon-per cent . 0.72 0 .80 1 . 44 0 .\J5**  
-----------------11----1----1---11----1---11---1---1------1 1 1---
Nitrogen-per cen t .  
P20s-per cent. 
0.080 0 .100 0 .103 0 .080 
1 1--- ---1----1----1 1----1----1 1----1----1-----11  1----
0.032 0 .023 0.038 0 .042 
__ __ , ,  _ ______ . .  -------11-----1----1----11---1----11----1----1------1 1-----1 
E xchangeable ions-millieq uivalents per 100 grams so.ii 
C a  45 .1  (67 )  - -- - - 9.28 (64) 
--� --- --- ---- _,, _ _ _  --- -- ---- ----- ---1 
Mg 21 .6  (32 ) - - - 3.86 (27 )  
---- --- -- --- --- --- ---
K 0.39 ( I ) - - - - - 1.21 (8) 
Na 
-
-
-- --- --- ---
-
- -- -- ----- ----- --
0 .16 (-) - 0.16 ( 1 )  
--- --------- ---- -- - - -- --- ---- --- --- ---- ---
Total Met. ions 67 .2 14 .51 
0 .61 
I _ I _ ---- ---- ----0.057 - -
---
0.037 
--
-- --
-
-
5 .52 (63 ) 8 .58 (60) 
2 .47 (28) 5 .05 (35 ) 
--- - -
0.73 (8 )  0 .33 (2 )  
---
---
0 .10 ( 1 )  0 . 3 8  ( 3 )  
- - --
8.82 14 .34 
---- -------. ---1 1----1---1---ll---l---ll---l---l-----ll I 1---11-----1-----1----
�;i:�h:x::g�� -- - _ _ · 1 1__ ---1-�=I --===11 �-1-----1 1 - 1- - I=� J=:__ - 1- -=--1--=- 11-=-l-=--I= - -Exch. H as % cation Exch. C apacity ------· --------- 1-----l----l----l l----l----1 1----1----1------l l-----I----
C ation Exch.  Capac. per 100 gm. clay 
** Dry combustion fi guTe. \V alklP.y and Black value O.fiR.  
...., [Tj � 
� r< [Tj 
. -- . 
Watson, Fer�uson 
and Company 
